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Quinn at Chicago.
W. L. Stevens & Co. Fail.
MET DISASTER ON OCEAN.
anthropic purposes. In the event that Martinez
Martinez 369; "Lucero
the ancient, picturesque city uttered
583; Van Stone 596; Hewitt Baca 1323;
New York, Nov. 10. Announcement
these letters are requested by more
to
Leased
Wire
New
By
)
Mexican
Special
Romero
an
of
exclamation
390;
Bent
1311;
Delgado 1199; Sar
was made on the stock exchange this British Vessel Fair Port Belied Her'
delight.
than one such institution or individ-va- l 674; Llewellyn 534; Terry 600;
Chicago, Nov. 10. Prepared to preThe improvements that have been i.'orning of the failure of the firm of
gent 423; Marron 1402; Mirabel 360;
Name and Foundered With
the postmaster shall distribute 542; Sherry 550; Renniger 581.
evidence
sent
additional
Mrs.
against
McGill 1419; Clancy 414; White 1425;
made consist in the construction of a W. L. Stevens & Co. The present firm
Colfax.
them in such proportion as he mav
Crew of Thirty.
held
on
Jane
the charge wide, well graded, well drained road- was formed in April, 1910.
Taylor Quinn,
With the precincts of Elizabeth-town- , Stroup 303; Emerson 1407; Ervien
deem proper.
of being responsible for the death of
Dunn
Burkhart
Han13i,x;
thatBlack
424;
encircles
1401;
way
the top of the hill,
Lakes,
Another Firm Suspends.
Rayado, Trinchera,
(Bv Special Teased Wire to Mew Mexican)
FRANK H. HITCHCOCK,
Red Lakes, Chico, Catskill and Tena-j- a na 1407; Parker 396; Roberts 386; her third husband John Quinn, the passing close by the bastion which is
New York, Nov. 10. The suspension
New York, N. Y., Nov. 10. A steamPostmaster General.
the
for
of
police
appearance
arranged
missing, twenty-ninprecincts in Wright 362; Owen 1356; Martinez several additional witnesses when the the highest point of the old fortifica- cf the stock exchange firm, of Ball & er was reported ashore between Fire
Colfax county give the following 1033; Van Stone 1446; Armijo 357;
tions and therefore of the hill. The Whicher was announced this after- Island and Long Beach by the French
REVOLTING SCENES AT
inquest over the body of Quinn is reWilliams 383; Groves 709.
steamer Venezia, when she arrived off
earthworks,remarkably
preserved de- noon.
LYNCHING OF GOMEZ. votes: Curry 1721; Baca 1623;
sumed
this afternoon.
Roosevelt County.
or
their
more
spite
1403; Fergusson 1496; Bursum
sixty
to quarantine today.
years, lie
Captain Sagols of
Reading rallied from 149
of Jackson,
Elmer
Attorney
Kirby
to one side and will some day make 151
Bursum 291; McDonald 842; Martiand there were recoveries of the Venezia said the stranded vessel
Described In Court at Cameron, Tex- 1456; McDonald 1667; Romero 1634;
defended Mrs. Quinn
who
Michigan,
a most beautiful park.
Lucero 1483; Sargent 1645; Delgado nez 294; Baca 804; Romero 298; Lu- when she was Mrs.
The wide a point, from- the lowest in Union Pa- had two masts nd one funnel but
as, By Alfred W.lson, an
Thorpe, and was
Marron cero 797; Mirabal 304; Marron 809;
Mirabal
1615:
encircles
an
1483;
driveway
almost
flat cific, United States steel, and Ameri- that it was too foggy to distinguish
Eye Witness.
murder
of
the
of
second
her
suspected
1453; Clancy 371; McGill 708; Sargent 323; husband, Warren Thorpe, at Jackson. mesa which could not be excelled for can Smelting. Lehigh Valley, which her name. She was high in the bow
1681; McGill
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican) 1508; Clancy
Cameron, Texas, Nov. 10. Revolt- Stroup 1665; White 1476; Ervien Delgado 789; Stroup 313; White 800; will defend the accused woman.
the location of cottages.
The ap- sold at 179
yester- and stern and a low amidships, apagainst 174
ing scenes marking the lynching of 1680; Emerson. 1457; Parker 1660; Ervien 310; Emerson 805; Roberts
proaches to the hill i.ave been put in day's closing was attended by rumors parently broken.
Mrs. Quinn Held to Grand Jury.
Fernando Gomez, a Mexican lad at Burkhart 1427; Roberts 1685; Dunn 308; Wright 307; Parker 304; Dunn
Fair Port Foundered.
Chicago, Nov. 10. Mrs. Jane Quinn much more passable condition and the of a large extra dividend. This report
" horndale, Texas, last June, were' de- 1453;
818; Burkhart 826; Hanna 825; Curry whose husband was found
10.
Wright 1698; Hanna 1467;
The
British
London, Nov.
to city should not neglect to widen and was denied by Philadelphia interests.
shot
scribed in court today ,by Alfred
315; Baca 300; Fergusson 807; Val- death in bed last week,
1545; Leib 1575.
was held grade the main road to the fort nor The general market did not follow up steamer Fair Port, carrying a crew of
today
a witness In the trial of Z. T.
verde 777; Armijo 298; Groves 314; to the grand
Taos County,
to answer a charge should it postpone the opening of the rise in Lehigh Valley hut began thirty, is believed to have foundered
Gore, Jr. charged with participation
With three precincts missing, Taos Wiliams 308; Owen 802; Martinez of murder by jury
in a gale near Dogger Bank, in the
to sell off in spots.
the coroner's jury. She
in the affair.
county gave Curry 1264; Fergusson 788; Van Stone 803.
was taken to the county jail.
North Sea.
on Page Five.)
( Continued
The close was irregular.

The Republicans have saved the
legislature .out of the wreck. The last
doubt of
majority in the
state senate has been dispelled by
the election of II. B. Holt by two majority, which is the official majority,
W. II. H. Llewellyn and Preseiliano
Moreno being also elected from Dona
Ana county, but to the House.
A tabulation of eight, counties, Santa Fe, San Miguel,
Mora, Colfax,
Otero, Bernalillo, San Juan and Taos,
shows that the Republican state candidates lead the Bursum vote in those
(eight counties: Curry by 2S55; Elfego

of the New
Association stated today that arrangements may be
made to have the teachers, who wu
be here to attend the convention of
the New Mexico Educational Association next week, make an excursion to
the Puye Cliffs near Espanola, on Saturday, Nov. IS, provided a hundred or
more can be registered to make the
trip. The excursion, including transportation to and fiom Espanola by
rail and from Espanola to and from
the cliffs (10 miles) by team will cost
but $5 and a special train will be run
if the required number can be pro-

Secretary

R. P.

Asplund

Mexico Educational
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The Little Store
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Everything

tew

Good to Eat and
Drink

Solitaire Brand

Represented

n
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B
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Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
GIVE
REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
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The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going.
Fresh

Bread and Cakes every day

:

:

:

:

:

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

19

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Black.

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFaL!

A

SUP.

Ail

kite's cf flovcrs, garden

&

field seeds in tmlkand packaS

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

45

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45
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Bowels by Morning.

Turn the rascals out the headache,
the biliousness, the indigestion,
the
sick, sour stomach and foul gases
turn them out tonight and keep them
out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver clogged bowels or an upset stomach.
Don't put iu another day of distress,
Let Cascaret3 cleanse and regulate
your stomach; remove the sour, undigested and fermenting food and that
misery-makingas; take the excess
bile from your liver and carry out of
the system all the decomposed waste
matter and poison in the intestines
and bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight will surely
straighten you out by morning. They
work while you sleep. A
box
NATIONAL WOOL GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION AT OMAHA, from any drug store means a clear
head and cheerfulness for months.
Make Children love to take Cascarets beWestern Passenger Agents
cause they taste good never gripe or
Special Rates for
sicken.
Annual Convention.

Castilio Had a Bad Fall.
What may develop into a serious
ense for the physicians occurred just
north of Belen when a young man by
the name of Castillo sustained a hard
fall.
He fell in such a manner that
his left shoulder was dislocated.
Dr.
J. W. Beardsley was called to attend
the injured man, and upon examina
tion discovered that the
shoulder
was not dislocated but that the ball
cf the joint a bone about two inches
in length had been broken off.
The
piece of bone which had been knock
ed entirely out of place, protruded
into the flesh, causing the young man
iniense pain.
Consultation did not
result satisfactorily and consequent
ly he was removed to Albuquerque
for surgical treatment.

GOOD-BYE- .

SUMMER,
j
Summer is going, is going away
In raiment outriv'ling the loveliest
bride
10 Although
Omoha, Xeb., Xov.
Ever that blushed on a bright bridal
the Western Passenger Association
day
In pledging her vows to the youth has refused to make special rates
for the National Western Stock Asat her side.
sociation or for the Christmas holiit has made a special rate for
should
we
Why
weep at her going days,
the National Wool Growers Associaaway
When she leaves all her bounty and tion, which will hold its 4Sth annual
convention in Omaha on December
cheer behind;
,
to 16.
And skies are aglow at the close of
Realizing the magnitude of the asday,
And the breezes
that blow are sociation and the importance of the
niammonth sheep show, which will
never unkind.
bo held in conjunction with the conArbors are luscious with clustering vention, a two cent rate has been
made in each direction in the Westvine,
And woodlands are lavish with nuts ern Passenger Association territory.
The same rate has aiso been granted
from the tree:
The cones are formed on the ever- from North Dakota. Montana, Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico, save from
green pine,
And jealous kept honey is stole common points in Montana, where a
flat rate of $40 will prevail, and in
from the bee.
Utah where a rate of $42 from comGrain fields have yielded their plen- mon points has been granted. Dates
of sale begin on December 11.
teous store,
More than 2,000 sheep growers will
And meadows
have given their
attend the convention, which will be
quota of hay:
the most important in the history of
Mines are now searched for the
the association.
Matters of interest
loved
ore;
will be discussed by men high in pubSo smile though the summer
is
lic life, who are interested vitally in
going away.
legislation, which affects the wool
Greet then, her sister the beau'eous grower and the consumer.
The sheep exhibition will be an obFall.
Who will linger with us till Winter ject lesson for the sheepmen of the
future. Every floekmaster who misis here.
"Good-byto the frost." till timid ses this show will miss an opportunity to advance himself in the world
.Spring call;
Then welcome again to the sweet of sheep industry.
By a happy arrangement the Omaha
summer cheer.
show and convention will be held the
week following the International in
Summer is going, is going away,
This makes it possible and
And the gown of her going's gorg-- , Chicago.
also convenient for western and cen- ous in hue,
(Red, green and gold in a blending tral state flockmen to attend the international, learn the lessons of this
most gay);
then attend the
So smile with good measure for great show and
Omaha meeting and show.
For the
summer smiles too.
Kaftherine Hayes Fitzgerald, in first time in the history of the two
associations, sheepmen will be priviChicago Citizen.
leged to attend both shows practically for one expense.
Entries for the sheep show have
been pouring into the committee on
AROUND THE STATE
arrangements, of which E. Bucking
ham, of the Omaha Stock Yard, is the
Mr. Buckingham
dominating spirit.
Arrested for Drunkenness.
states that every available foot of
Eliseo Padilla was arrested at Las
space in the gigantic' auditorium,
Vegas yesterday for drunkenness. He where the show will be held has been
pleaded guilty.
taken, and nearly as much space
again could be sold.
Died of Hiccoughs.
Myron Hunn of Hiawatha. Kansas. STOCK OF WHEAT
died at the Miners' Hospital at Raton
LARGEST IN TEN YEARS.
of a violent spell of hiccoughs.
Majority of Traders Jumped to the
Victim of Pneumonia.
Bear Side on Chicago
Mrs. Grace Eve Phillips, wife of
Grain Market.
Fred Phillips, died at Las Vegas of
was
She
Cola native of
pneumonia.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
orado, 20 years of age, and jived the
Chicago, 111., Nov. 10. Confronted
past eight years at Las Vegas. Be by figures showing the world's stock
sides the husband, two boys, aged of wheat to be the largest with one
three years and eighteen months re exception in ten years, the majority
of traders in the cereal jumped today
spectively, urvive.
to the bear side.
Improvements on the Sugarite.
The close was strong with DecemThe grading camp that will do the ber at 94
a net loss of
mile of ft work for the
The opening was
to
down.
Raton and Eastern up Sugarite can
on was established
yesterday and
will begin business this week. The
Relieves
of
Sugarite spur will be straightened
for the above named distance by the
BLADDER
construction of a bridge over the
and all
Sugarite creek just above the site
in
Discharges
where the lower ice house stood and
I24H0URS
the building of a new line of track
Each capmle bears the
along the east side of the canon. Ra
Betmreof (MIOY)
ton Range.
cwnirrjetis.
y
'Sold hy all drmreisti.
Browne Is Transferred.
M. G. Browne who has been cnn.
nected with the Albuquerque office of
me united btates immigration bureau WOOD'YS
for some time, has received notice of
his transfer to the station at BrownsFrom
ville, Texas. Mr. Browne expects to
BARRANCA
TAOS
leave very soon for his new post, but
his famiy will remain in Albuquerque Meets Both North
j South
for some time.
Forty-eight-

j

go

:l

4L'i S. .:! Ave. Ani"l:l. 111.
(Iiiiili'iiiiii: I'imiI.'.i mi--- for I not writiiis
..ii',d
ii
s.'1'ii.T. Imt I m:h::i
iy
run !i"hr'iiliy s:ty I m.i 1'ri'-fi- '.
Never fi ll li 'll.-- in nil my li:e.
tl.v wi ll.
to express :ny lii'.u : irit tii:liiks.
I wish
I never have :tny pnin. mi eouuli. mi niulit
er.
.sj..,.,. a child if
sweats, no I liay-fehave Im en aiiin' with litlt
two years
crew
trnilile, whiell- arevv worse us
At tin- :eze of fourteen the iloetof
oi.!er.
fai'l if 1 eonltl not he sent Sonih, I
would snivly die of Consumption.
Every
would lie sure to have either
winter
I
Kt'oneliitK I'lenrisy. or rnennionia.
one time. 1 had
lni'l 'I
ea'arrh of the stom.ieh and I'ovvels and
bad llav Fever for tiie last few years; liut
have iii: anylliin;; of tlie kind this year.
"I
answ"!- all letters ent to me,
nskiin.'
history of my ease, from any
one s!fie?::ii: from lnnvr trouble.'
"
ri'iniln witli many thanks to you,
your grateful friend."
ETTA I'I,ATH.
Allidaviti
iSiirned
Tliiei.' years later reports still well.
F.ekma'n's Alte'ative is effeetivo in lirnn-rl- i
it is:. Asthma, Hay Fever:
Throat and
the
Lnns; Troithles. and in nplaiildinc
system. I'ues not eontaiu tioisens, opiates
Imoklet
for
or
drills. Ask
of eurod eases and write to Fektnan
l.alioratory. IMiiladelphia. l'a., fur more evidence. For sale by all leading drmruists and
by Zook's Pharmacy
!n
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inir h was surprised to received the
ALL YOU NEED IS A
resignation of its iiastor, Kev. J. H.
church
the
who
has
served
rtet.li,
for some time, and his resignation
CASKT TONIGHT
Now there
was entirely unexiiected.
is an unconfirmed report current that No Sick Headache, Bilious Stomach,
Rev. Mr. Carroll, rector of the EpiscoCoat"d Tongue or Constipated

CQn;m;iTl-O-

-

,

" The
Quality Coal."
Near Union Depot

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Gar
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

NOW IS THE TIME

To select your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND 15
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF TIIE HOUSE OF

LEARNARDLINDEiWAISN
are ordering in

COMPANY

shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
car-loa- d

and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

LEARNARD &
L1NDEJYIANN
E. M.
u.1.

it

.

sT'fm-lcrmm- '

Established 1900

'

CO.

Albuqurque, New Mexico
Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
in

ii.

--

ii

ii.

-

OWN YOUR OWN GUN. TH E OTHER FELLOW IS TIRED OF
LENDING YOU HIS.
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR O WN THINGS YOU WONT SPOIL
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL "SPOIL"
SOMETHING
YOU'VE
BORROWED.
IT'S "A SURE SHOT" WHEN YOU BUY YOL
ARMS AND AMMUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU GET THE
BEST MADE.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

The close was firm with December
exactly the same as last night.
Although trade in oats was purely
local, the market could not escape the
influence of other grain. December
started a shade to
off at
to 4G
40
and fell to 46

63c,

Phone,
Bl'k, 6619

GORMLEY

2

Higher prices for hogs seemed to
counterbalance his general movement
so far as provisions were concerned.
First sales were 5c lower to 2
5c
up with May deliveries 16.45 for pork,
to 9.55 for lard and 8.50 U
9.$2

Pennants for Decorations

2

We can furnish beautiful

2

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS

S.55 for ribs.

If you want anything on eartn
want ad.

in State Colors for 65c.

Tj

s Nw

Novelties

Appropriate

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable at short notice.

I

SAY

YOU'RE OLD

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

You Can Feel Younger by Keeping Up

Your Strength.

It is a mistake for elderly people
to let themselves think they are getting old.
What if you would have had 60 or
70 birthdays?
You can keep your
mind young and active, and you can
also feel younger than your age if you
guard your bodily strength.
Mr. George B. Smith, aged 71, of
Smithville, Ont., says that Vinol cured
him of a case of stomach trouble of
long standing, and that he now feels
as strong and can do as good a day's Delivered
work as he did thirty years ago, which
he owes to Vinol. "I think it is worth
its weight in gold for any ailment of
aged people," says Mr. Smith.
This delicious cod liver and iron
preparation without oil strengthens
and invigorates all feeble, run down
people, and is the mainstay of thousands of old persons who say it has
prolonged their lives. We guarantee
that Vinol will do all that we say, and
pay back your money if it does. not.
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN

:

,

YOU CAN GET

Buggies and laddl
:

hor

THEODORE CORRiCK,

Phone Blaok 192.

:

Phone
213

WHOLESALE

Imperial Laundry

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T, 4 8. F. Depot.

For Best Laundry Work
BASKET

at

Agency

Mrs. F.

Phone Red

Telephone

No. 23.

Phone, Red

No. 23

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards cn the Tesuque at a Bargain.

PHP

C

A

IC

rUR JAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

R

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

103

M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

O

La Salle Restaurant

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CHAS. OANN, Prop.

i
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
left
Protestant the north bouno train and arrives at Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.!
Less than Taos at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
two weeks ago Rev. .1. M Shlmer of
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
the Methodist church was removed way. Good covered hacks and good
Short Orders at All Hours,
from the local charge of the confer- teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ence and taken to Santa Fe where furnished commercial men to take in
there was a vacancy. A few davs ne-- the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
the congregation
of the
New York Chop Suey 50c.
Lutheran Station.

j

HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

DUTCH TALCUM POWDER

- -

Vi0et WattfS

Steam Coal.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

O. K. Barber Shop
O. Brown, Agent.

Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursday! and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122

TO

Lump

CERRILLOS

AND FRIDAY

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

HACK LIN

RATON
YANKEE

LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

RETURNS THURSDAY

KERR'S

Wood

Al D RETAIL

Anthracite Coal a)) Sizes, Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

c

SandandOeisha

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Screened

s

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

to your house.

cpl

'Phone

CHAS. CLOSSON

Whet in Need cf AnyHilnj
in the LIVERY LLL
Drivers

Don

Furaisl-cd- .

Caspar Ave,

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
Zook's Pharmacy

:

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

j

Prtf.

THE

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

-

The town of Belen is suddonl

For hire at popular price
CMRICK'S HACK LINE

Phone 14

c

2

preacherless so far as
churches are concerned.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

il.Phl

Vv

G2

Bourda Trains.

in

k

8

j

CATARRH
the

v.

J

2

December started at 93
to 94c, the
same change from last night as the
market taken altogether. A fall to
93
followed.
.
Corn declined in sympathy with
wheat. December oi'ened
to
lower to 62
to 62
and touched

winter--

three-fourth-

i

iVt

h

!

DAWSON COAL

QtC

g

e

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

NOVEMBER 10, 1911.

FRIDAY,

c

Tills Girl Recovered

I

M.

New York.

TheFalSctm,,a

VIOLET SANDAL SOAPS.

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213
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REACHING THE SPOT.
of Santa

Be Done, So Scores

It Can

Beware

ROMJUICE OF

mm

Fe Citizens Say.
To cure an aenmg back.
The pains of rheumatism.

The

tired-ou-

feelings.

t

You must reach the spot get at
the cause.
In ,most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the

kidneys.

Mrs. Agripina do Gonzales. i02 Garcia St., Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "In
September, 1906, I used Doan's Kidney Pills for backache which had
been a source of much annoyance. In
the morning when I arose my back
was so lame and painful that I could
hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble
was due to disordered kidneys and I
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney
Pills, by the good reports I heard
about them. The contents of one
box of this remedy drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that
my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
Fostep-Milbur-

United States.
Remember the name
take no other.

M.,
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N. VI., who,
on Nov. 10, 190G made Homes'.ead No.
NE
NV
and W
079C9, for W
Section 14, Township 15N, Range
HE, N. M. Meridian has filed notice of
Intention to make Final
to establish claim to land above
described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office it Sanla 5e, N. M..
on the 18th day of Nov., 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Gonzales, Fernandez
Jose M. Lujan, all of Pecos, N.
M. Jacinto Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
4

Gon-lales-

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
(Pecos Forest.)

2

4

4

ceiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 18th day of
Nov. 1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Seferino Lucero, James M. Lopez,
Teodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of
Pecos, N. M.
R. OTERO,
Register.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are tne time tables
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & 6. F. Ry."

Leave
8.10 a. m.

connect with No

3 west-

bound. No. 10 east'oound.

Returning arrive U Santa Fe

12: IP

p. m.
4

p. mp

connect with No. l,

west-

bound.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe,

6:3C

P. m.

7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eaetbound.
Returning arr!v at Santa, Fe 11: IB
p. m.

D. & ft. Q.

fly.
Leaves 10:16 a. m. lor north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New "exlco Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m contents with No.
2 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.

Oct. 14, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Bonifa
cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Nov. 12, 1911,
made Homestead
Section 33,
for SE
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fernandez Armijo, Dlonicio Sandoval, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Urban, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
10265-0797-

Let Him Know Jt ir you are out ot
position, you must let the employer
know It, A war t advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every, business and professional man In the city
and county and a great many in the
territory. It yon have any special talent, do not hide it under a buaheL
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Baking
Helps
Valuable Suestions

TELEPHONE

US

IlyMrs. Knada firings. Exponent
the Ai t of 'J.'iiiinx, " t.iuht by
Mrs. Ja-.- t Ml Ktnzw Hill

EXCHA NGE

Holpful Cake Making lllnls

Extensive I"lDrovemenis Are
to Be Made Here in
the Spring

'T
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Always sirt flour r.nd K C liakin.rr
Powder at least three times. The
more siftinc the lighter the cake.
Remember that! To cream butter and suar quickly, warm the
slightly. Heat yolks of eggs
with rotary beater. Whip whites
s
of
with flat spoon whip.
Water makes lighter cakes; milk
makes richer cakes.
To mix a cake, first cream butter and suar thoroughly, then add
yolks, if used. Then alternatclv
add moisture and flour that has
been sifted with baking powder
and stir until smooth and glossy,
ad d i n j egg wh i tes after t horoug h"l
y
,n;xlSAlways use If C flaking Powder.
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i Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no mersur-rncury, and is taken internally, acting
upon the blood and mucous
directly
CAFiTftL surfaces of the
OLD
FiCTUREEQUE
tt-gsystem. In I'uying
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure yoa get
the genuine.
It is taken internally
The Writer Dwells Lovingly on end made in Toledo, Ohio by F. J. He Says That Better Telephone
Testimonials free.
Facilities Will Be
Cheney & Co.
the Terminus of the New
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
Guaranteed.
Highway- bottle.
constifor
Pills
Hull's
Take
Family
"The Coming Back of the Santa ' pation.
The Santa Fe
BOOK-GASE- S
Exchange
of
of
the
series
latest
is
the
Trail,"
has been sold to the Mountain States'
WalFe
Santa
Trail
on
the
articles
by
and .Telegraph company
STANDARD COLONIAL-IDE- AL
ter Wiliams, whose recent visit to New Mexico, too, took notice of the Telephone
Santa Fe after an auto trip over Hip trail's rebirth, and Missouri dedicated of Denver, better kno n as the 'Belli
Three cliforent and distinct types of
"Eias- entire trail, is pleasantly remembered. its first state highway on the trail. System,' and as a result, extensive!
Book-CasBiscuit
s
fcc
in
The article is published in man.'
made
du'l
will
to
or
i.e
Helps
made
the
ni'jh
improvements
automobilist,
polish
now
the wayiaring
And
quartered
and is mighty good
Alwayssift flour and K C Baking
deaf and dumb may find his telephone business in Santa Fe.
oaic or real mahogany, i ou can select a pattern adar-tcto
for Santa Fe. It is illustrated thoughover the New
Powder
least
at
three times,
The deal was put hrough Wednesanta Fe Trail
way
the
character
of
have
room
chosen
for
w.ih pi jiures, one of them bein? ;i cut
a
Have shortening cold and firm,
you
library. We carfrom Missouri to the quaint old capi- day following thirty days negotiation!
of the End of the Trail Marker in the
the goods in stock, with p.'ain, leaded or plate glass doors.
proprietor Mix dough as soft as it can be
tal of the new state of New Mexico between Ishmael Sparks,
ry
Santa Fe Plaza, and another a group by the signboards along the road.
and founder of the Santa Fe company handled.
The softer dough "oes
of pictures in which Governor Mills
I
and representatives of the Denver into the oven, the
New Mexican Printing Company, sole agents. Santa Pe N M.
Marked.
Both Trails
lighter "the
,
and Mayor Arthur Seligman loom up
as-:
Hamlin,
company,
including
:r
Philip
u.iu.n
l.jscll;t
.
t.
rn,.,r.0
).
it,
The Santa Fe trail and the
v
The article which is
prominently.
sistaiit to the president of that com- - easier for K C Hakim vui,
In
'
VnmW tr
Fe trail are both marked.
iaU3K'S.'"-"from the Globe Democrat, says:
$50.-which
i
at
is
pany.
capitalized
do its work in soft than in stiff
Can the old trail come back? This this is the chief excellence aside
000,0(10.
of the road-Leactual
from
the
dough. Mix biscuits verv little.
surfacing
is the question asked by dwellers
Speaking of the deal Mr. Sparks Do not knead. Stir
in the work of the associations.
up with spoon
along the Santa Fe Trail. This is the
to
declined
state
the
consideration or knife and
wish to know where
in
press
shape to roll
question which, thus ased, was an- Most travelers not.
which he said was not for publication
merely that they
on floured board.
they are going,
swered in the affirmative.
but
added:
he
old Santa Fe
The old trail had its beginnings in are on the way. The
With K C Baking Powder re"The telephone subscribers of Sanbeen marked in the states of
the years when the trapper was king. trail has
ta Fe, who number 4.".u and all future sults are sure and certain. Ask
New
and
Colorado
Missouri,
It had its days of gold and glory, its Kansas,
39
placed a subscribers, will get 'ho benefit of your grocer for K C.
heroic age, and, then, swift coming Mexico, by granite boulders, historic this transaction which will mean that
.1
miles apart, at notable,
as the railroad locomotive cast its few
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The extensive improvements will be made
along the old roadway.
GREAT
PHOSPHATE
DEPOSITS
shadow, the old trail had its decline points markers
for
their
interests.
The
a
brief
bear
telephone
"The
generally
West Point of the Southwest"
IN ROCKY
MOUNTAINS.
and fall. Gravestones were erected granite
forth that they syslem will be extended, new capital
Ranked by United States War Dein its memory, poets sung its requiem inscription setting the state and The will be brought here early in the
were erected by
InstituSurvey Issues Report Showing Re- partment aa "Distinguished
in bad verse and painters left on canof the American Revolution." Army officers detailed by War
serve Tonnage in Western States
vas glimpses of its departed great- Daughters
tion, and the words "Santa Fe Trail"
Department.
of Over Two Eillion Tons.
ness. The old trail was no more. with the dates. In some cases, notaThrough Academic course, preparand
Colonel Henry Inman, soldier
r-Kan.,
at
Trinidad, Colo.; Olathe,
bly
When the grent coal deposits of ing young men for college or business
v
author, wrote its history as one writes and Kansas City, Mo., they are more
life.
Great amount of open air work.
and
Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
the history of dead nations or dead eial'orate. The credit for the erection
other states of the Apaku-hiaregion Healthiest location of any Military
"The of these markers is due to the Daughtman, saying for final word:
were being formed many millions of School in the Union. Located in the
old trail as a route of commerce was ers of the American Revolution. Mrs.
years ago, in what tiie geologists beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
closed forever. The once great high- L. Bradford Prince of Santa Fe, X.
te-tiie t ariionilerous
there
age
oiiv Hroi
51
ait ITIVVdUUU f 3700
memin
now
is
a
the
way
only picture
tii
M., wife of a former gorvernor of that
(
n the feet above sea level, sunshi n
ere
also being accumulated
,"every v
ory of the few who have traveled its territory, made the first public sugt'r-V- t
Mountain
enormous
v
but
Rocky
:
.
d
region
rain
or
snow
little
1
1
.
day,
V
the
weary course, following the windings gestion of the marking of the old trail.
mineral deposits which are of a wide- season.
m V- -r
'
of the silent Arkansas, on the portals Mrs. W. E. Stanley, wife of a former
, '
ly different character but which may
Fourteen Oflleers and Instructor!,
that guard the rugged pathway lead- governor of Kansas, seconded the
nevertheless
play an economic
part ai: graduates from standard eastern
The state societies and
ing to the shores of the blue Pacific." suggestion.
in the industrial development of the colleges.
Ten buildings,
throughly
So said we all, perhaps not so poeti- lociii organizations took the matter
t'nited States comparable
even to furnished, heated, lighted and modern
states
the
as
of
four
but
The
The
oia
up
emphatically.
cally,
legislatures
that of con!.
These are the phos- in all respects.
rv c" 4i
.'
made appropriations for the trail
trail was dead. Peace to its alkali.
Utah,
phate deposits of Wyoming
REGEN'TS E. A. CAHOON, Pres
The markers were put in
Then the automobile was discover- narking.
Pduho and Montana, which are now
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
ed or invented or evolved itself. And I lace with appopriate ceremonies and
known to contain hundreds of mil
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
the old trail can be traced by the
the old trail came back.
lions oi tons ot pnosphate rock, conW ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Restored AU at Once.
granite boulders.
most
a
artificial
stituting
important
and
W. A. FINLEY.
The return of the old trail to use
The new Santa Fe trail, which folUntil
had
been
it
fertilizer.
recently
For particulars and illustrated
as highway of commerce was not by lows as far as practicable the line of
generally assumed that the phosphate
slow process as the making of the be- the old Santa Fe trail, is differently
address;
deposits of South Carolina, Florida,
ginning of the road of romance had r arked. The association selected as
and Tennessee afforded an "inexhaus-tibleiCOL. JA8. W. WIIJSON,
been. Its resurrection was in a single the official marker a modified form of
supply, but recent estimates
Superintendent
ISHMALL SPARKS.
day. The story is a chapter almost tne trade mark of the Santa Fe railby the United States Geological Surthe initial, keynote chapter in the way; through the permission of that
at the present rates
vey show that
of increase in phosphate mining these
which
movement
is read, and added to it the words "New
sweeping the West. (1) The automo- Santa Fe Trail." Arrows
showing spring and the telephone exchange eastern deposits are likely to be exbile; (2) a newspaper or two, and, (3) direction and, in some cases, figures will be enlarged. Better accommoda- hausted within a generation.
the New Santa Fe Trail. A happy to show distances, were added, and tions in every way will be given."
Greatest Known Phosphate Deposits
in Existence.
idea plus large publicity equals a there placed on poles by the . roadMr. Sparks admitted that he may
cross-stat- e
The discovery of the western phosThus ran side. Another device for marking the
thoroughfare.
comthe
to
with
continue
renjain
the equation. To Kansas belongs the new trail was that of the white rings
phate beds therefore constituted a
on the telephone poles. At every turn pany as the Santa Fe manager.
most important find, and though the
glory of the resurrection.
The exchange was started here 17 first reconnaissance of these deposits
The automoMe arrived.
C.
H. ir the road white rings were painted
Scott of the Hutchinson (Kan.) News around the three poles nearest the years ago by Mr. Sparks and its toll by the Geological Survey show their
did not own an automobile, but he had turn, and again upon the first three lines connect throughout the country, considerable extent., the more detailfriends who did own automobiles. He telephone poles after the turn. Where jwltn lon distance connection between ed study and exploration, with additional discoveries made by the Surcommenced to write pieces for the tl re is a crossroad at which the trail St. Louis and Chicago
noes not turn the white rings are placMr. Sparks is chairman of the board vey during the last three years, has
paper about fixing up the roads. Ralph ed
c n poles on both sides of the
cross of county commissioners, and is for- shown that the field is probably the
Faxon of the Garden City (Kan.) Telto
road
show
Recent geothat
the
mer mayor of Sanla Fe. He owns greatest in the world.
trail
traveler
egram copied some of Scott's pieces
The per- extensive mining interests near Santa logic study of the phosphate-bearinand wrote some more pieces about should go straight ahead.
mission of the telephone companies Fe and has some valuable propertv strata indicate the probably
still
The Arkansas
good roads himself.
was easily obtained for thus marking in this city which he has chosen as greater extension of the phosphate
A
took
notice.
was
Valley
meeting
account area.
The northernmost portion of
held at Hutchinson, at the east end of the only reservation being that the his place of residence not on
vhite rings or bands should not
of his health but as he says, "for the beds first discovered was ip Wyothe valley, in the center of the
the numbers of the poles. This business reasons."
ming, but an outcrop of the same
region, to talk good roads.
character and in the same geologic
Where two or three dozen delegates simple marking device which the Xew
Santa Fe Trail Association has adoptformation was found last year in
had been expected, 200 came busi- ed
and put into use makes it impos- ON HAIR
Montana, some 1C0 miles further
HINTS
HELPFUL
ness men, professional men, farmers,
sio;e to lose ones way on the new
north, so that Survey geologists beSuch
an
of
everybody.
assembling
lieve that workable phosphate beds
Santa Fe trail.
HEALTH
representatives citizens to talk, not
may be found in many other places.
The new Santa Fe trail, as the old
politics or religion, but roads astonThe Geological Survey
has just
is on the central transcontinen
ished the promoters and the people trail,
Hair Troubles Generally published a bulletin
embracii.g three
tal highway which Thomas Hart Ben- Scalp and
who came.
Carelessness.
Caused By
"That first meeting," ton, the
reports on western phosphate fields,
great commoner nf AUscnnri
said one who attended, "was like the
disease one covering a portion of the Idaho
Dandruff is a contagious
'Old Bullion" prophesied and
stories of the population of heaven.
in the United States Senate caused by a microbe which also pro- phosphate reserve, by R. W. RichWe were surprised at the people who mere
duces baldness.
,Xever use a comb ards and G. R. Mansfield, another on
a half century ago.
than
were there and were equally surprised
or brush belonging to some one else. rock phosphate near Melrose, Mont.,
"There is a great route for the sysat the people who were not there. The
how cleanly the owner by Toyt S. Gale and a third being
tem of roads which should constitute No matter
farmers, who are benefited most by a national
may be, these articles may be infec- a leconnaissance report on the phoscentral highway from the ted with microbes, which will infect
good roads, were, with few notable
phate deposits in western Montana by
to the Bay of San Francisis far easier to catch Eliot Blackwelder.
The report by
It
your
scalp.
exceptions absent." Later, however, M.ssissippi
the farmers came into tne movement, co,'' said Senator Benton, "a good hair microbes than it is to get rid of Messrs. Richards and Mansfield in- and
way
a
central
better
way than
and a single stroke of an infec- eludes a detailed description of the
and now it has no more loyal suppornot central that can be found in them,
ted comb or brush may well lead to i(iaho field, the investigation's having
ters than the farmers. The assoca-tio- any
the United States.
Never try on anybody been made by townships, the outcrops
baldness.
loosely organized, but effective,
"There is a class of topographical else's hat.
decided to promote a highway along
Many a hat band is a examined and the tonnage of the
high grade phosphate rock estimated
the Arkansas Valley through to the engineers older than the schools and resting place for microbes.
more unerring than mathematics.
If you happen to be troubled with Tcnnage estimates were made of the
Colorado line. We will call it the
They are the wild animals buffalo, dandruff, Itching scalp, falling hair phosphate rock in nine
townships,
speedway, they said, these road builddeer, antelope and bear which or baldness, we have a remedy which and in no township was there found
ers, having the love of the automobile elk,
traverse
the
relieve
to be less tha approximately 60,000,-00forests not by compass, we believe will completely
in mind. No, said another, having be- but
of
e
sure
so
are
by
tons of
We
which
instinct,
leads
altroubles.
them
these
phosphate rock
himfore
the fear of the farmer, we
ways by the right way, to the low- this that we offer it to you with the containing for the most part from
will call It the New Santa Fe Trail. est
acid.
passes in the mountains, the shal- understanding that it will cost you 50 to S2 per cent phosphoric
no more
It follows the line of the old trail. It lowest
fords in the streams, the rich- nothing for the trial if it does not Phosphate rock containing 60 to
should bear the old trail's name. By est
This
we
per cent phosphoric acid is generally
a narrow majority In committee this salt pastures in the forests, the best produce the result Rexallclaim.
"93" Hair considered high grade.
and the shortest practic- remedy is called
name won. To Elmer T. Peterson, ed- able springs
be Nearly Three Hundred Million Tons
lines 'between remote
nob
points. Tonic. We honestly believe it to
itor of the Jacksonian at Cimarron, These are the
in Single Township.
first engineers to lay the most scientific remedy for scalp
Kan., is due the naming of the road. out a road in a new
of
we
know
the
and
of
One
townshins examined
The and hair troubles
hisrjri
country.
He named the baby. It was a lusty Indians follow
them and hence ths nothing else that equals it for effec- contains an estimated 20:1,000,000
infant. The next day actual roadmak- - buffalo road becomes
a
The tiveness, because of the results it tons of phosphate rock, the net re- ing began across Kansas.
Bankers v hite hunters follow thewarpath.
same trails has produced in thousands of cases. suit of the Survey's work showing an
went home and worked roads. Law- in pursuing their game. After
is devised approximate tonnage of 2,000,000
of
We
that Rexall "93" Hair Tonic
yers circulated petitions for rights of the buffalo road becomes the wne-nto banish dandruff, restore natural long tons with 70 per cent phosphoric
way. Merchants subscribed to road road of the white man and
Nor does this include the tonof
finally the color when its loss has been brought acid.
funds. Newspapers
printed column mp.eaaamizea road of the civilized about by disease, and make the hair nage of tl.e Montana phosphate withupon column of road arguments. With- ruan.
naturally silky, soft and glossy. It drawals, which aggregate nearly
Come
NXe I
in a month the New Santa Fe Trail
acres.
"The central highway fulfills anoth- does this because it stimulates the
mat1
the
was on the Kansas map.
Colorado er requirement of
Mr. Gal's report is a brief descriptgerm
hair follices, destroys
of
heard of the movement and joined it. ration must containnationality.of For a ter and brings about a free, healthy ion of his discovery last year of the
people
all
rich and poor;- all modes of circulation of blood, which nourishes Montana deposits near Melrose with- you.
them to tighten drawals of which were immediately
travel; some to whom time is every- the hair roots causing W7e
- made
want
everyhair.
new
the
and
President. The Survey's
grow
by
thing and money nothing and who demand rapidity without regard to
btdy who has any trouble with hair tests of a number of samples colleccost;
or scalp to know that we think that ted by Mr. Gale show the rock to be
others to whom money is an
Use for Remits
object
and time is a subordinate considera- Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is the best high grade, approximately equivalent
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
hair tonic and restorative in exis to 75 per cent phosphoric acid. The
tion and who want a
They work directly on the KIDNEYS, ance, no matter how cheap convey- tence, and no one 'should scoff f.t or thickness of beds are 6 or 8 feet in
slow; others dcubt this statement until
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
bed contains apthey have thickness. A
again who may choose to
and their beneficial effect is felt from the selves, going on a horse carry them- put our claims to a fair test, with proximately 21,000 long tons to' the
or in a
start For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
or on foot all these will be the understanding that they pay us acre.
"One of the most important conBLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM accommodated on the
nothing for the remedy If it does not
proposed cen.See
give full and complete satisfaction in siderations in connection with the
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN- tra! highway."
Where
Two sizes, 50 discovery of phosphate rock in west-c'Our
every
particular.
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
Quality
Montana " says Mr. Gale, " is its
cents and f 1.00. Remember, you can
. (To be Continued.)
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
Window
Meets
as to the probable exobtain Rexall Remedies in Santa Fe significance
they exercise permanent benefit.
Price
store
tent
of
western
The
the
Rexall
our
at
Store,
field,
Display
phosphate
TONIO IN ACTION
QUICK IN RESULTS
Try a New Mexican Want Ad it only
the Fischer Drug Co.. 232 San Franfor sale bj all druggists.
brings results.
cisco St.
(Continued en Page 8lx.)
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N. M.

October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
L. Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who on
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 0786G
W
SW
No. 10100, for SE
SE
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14,
Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Re-

MANUEL

ILL

That Contain Mercury.
ss mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the wl ole system when entering
it. through 19 mucous surfaces. Such
articles she A never be used except
on prescription from reputable physi cians, as the damage they will do
ton fnl.l tn the eond vnn ran nnil.lv
Hall's
Catarrh
derive from them.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney

.

.

i

Catarrh

j

October 24, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Crescendo Roibal, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Sept. 4, 190C, made Homestead 9SSG.
Sec. 2
SW
No. 07754. for WW
SE
anu SW
SE
and E
Section 3, Township 16 N, Range 13
E Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final five year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver U.
S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 5th day of December, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Plutarco Armijo, Viriginio Quintana,
Perfecto Armijo, all of Rowe, N. M.,
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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Williams Declares It Is Not
Dead and That It Will
Be Revived

Ointments for
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and

Doan's

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office et Santa Re, N.
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Shoes of Quality

YOU GET THE

N

HighestQuality j

for the Least Money. They look I
good in the beginning and at the
end show that they are as good
as they looked

g

Every Pair is a Practical Walk
ing Advertisement and demon-

strating to the wearer during
the wearingout process that

it is to their interest to wear
our shoes.

Latest Style of the Season

0

high-grad-

There is
stylish
shoe than the short vamp,
toe. Note the
high

s

extra

j

34,-00- 0

I
I

KM'
!HX

top and the

commanding appearance
the entire shoe.
have them in a variety
in
snappy lasts.
and let us try some
these new styles on

READ for PROFIT

You will be proud of your feet in
one of these new styles.

ohi 9flueqer
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ViOP.K OF THE WEATHER
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homes happy.
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next day."
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and so is less likely to marry care those who break new ' paths and
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One thing the election returns dislessly than some of her younger sis- change the face of their times bearchitects couldn't say as much.
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night.
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the most favorable terms on all kinds of
collateral
and
personal
security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
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IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
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Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Sash, Doors,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
W; solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

P. M.Phone
Jr. & SON
HESCH,
Black

Plans,
Specifications, Etc.

33166.
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My

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REfttEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.
15c
inches long
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp
10c
One-liand not over 3
inches long . . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-liand not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-li10c
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
inch in size, wc charge for one line for each
if
inch or fraction.
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e

-2

ne

1- -2

ne

1-

1-

-2

-2

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.

............

Local Dater any town and date, for
inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year in -3 inch
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Defiance Model Band Dater.
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood
Pearl Check Protector
1- -2

1-

SELF-INKIN1

2
4

3--

x4

1- -4

4,
-4,

x 9, 85 cts.

inch ....

1- -8

inch....
Cut.. .. ..

STAMP PADS.

G

cts;
35 cts;
15

1- -4

90c
50c
35c
25c
1.50
1.50
1.50

2x3
3
All colors.

3--

25
60

4,

cts ;

cts;

2
4

x7

1--

2,
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2,
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cts ;

Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN" PRINTING CO.
SANTA

irK,

,

SOFT DRINKS
at, via

Tetepketw

M ISaoeV

year orders delivered.

tettettirst, asMaettfcrcMl arihvttBf
csekky, lEfioa sow, b& exew

DDIIi FIZZ,

C0CS COU,
x x x
Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
KS1Y UTXX,
Proprietor,

UNITED STATES BANK

Does a General Banking

H. F.

Business

FRESH BREAD

STEPHENS, Cashier,

J

1903.

a dental salesman

of

all Fancy Wings and

Feather

THE FINEST WE HAVE EVER HAD

o

Beautiful Dresser Scarfs
And Pillow Tops

lu

--

I

inbuilt

a

the lovers j
jj

Line of Dress Trimmings

I

F. Pankey
lor Casa Gran- system was postponed today despite;
1500 head of the practical breaking off negotiations
cattle for his ranch in southern Santa betw een company olli ials and the local federation commi'tee.
Fe county.
The latter decided to let the strike
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Pate of 21C
Montezuma avenue, rejoice over the situation mark time until the annual
arrival on Wednesday night of a convention of the American Federa-- j
Senator-Elec-

Just what you want for your winter clothes
THp iHpne are. rffflwn from the latest fashion

!

,

j

CORN-FE-

P.

COMPANY,
Phone 36

O. Box, 219

A BARGAIN
A

six-roo-

modern

m

FOR SALE brick residence, well

Lamb

j

Home-Mad-

and

j

Forbes' Quality
and Steel-C-

i

ployes

located, with- - barn, chicken house,

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money If

garden, fruit trees, etc.

n- -:

rilllC,

(1

1 7AA

A,IUU.

s. vv

IU KJ.

AAA

pi,UUU

OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c
PAZO

CncU Will Honrllo DrnnncWinn

vaoii Mill uauuiw i iujuoiuvh.

vi oun

INSURANCE

AND REAL

ww

I

ESTATE.

:

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

on the Rock Island railroad

Gas-Roast- ed

KAUNE & GO.

No

Pork Jan.

Prices

Where

WM. D. ARRIGHI

and we can show vou. Our stock is complete in all details

h.

C. YONTZ,

Poor coffee is an un
wholesome
drink. To
begin the day by drinking
it clouds an otherwise
cheerful mind. See to
it, then, that you have

(j!

SalKlso

calves

& Sanborn's
High Grade Coffee

LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

WE

125

Tm,

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

with its fragrant
aroma and wmm

I

Mexico

"

perfect
color.

KNOW

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.

just received
alargelinedirect fromfactory,

Is now. We have

thereby insuring fresh goods.

it

JUST IN
(1911) Crop of ENGLISH

New
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Night Phone.

a

We

Red.

H.
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KAUNE &

GO.

Fine Line of
Blankets and Half Wool and
and Cotton. Those Soft, Fluffy Comforters that
keep you warm and yet are not so heavy.

Always

Reliable

161.

Carriage

&

GOODS

CO.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

want to do BUSIRIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted
with

Santa

Fe

Phone Black

THE NATIONAL

Abstract, Realty
No. 52

&

Son

SURETY

&

COMPANY.

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

LADY OR GENTLEMAN can

YOU

be pleased and suited by
GERDEd, outfitter to everybody
OUR STOCk

ReadytoWear Goods

OF

is "Sizzling Hot"

Garments.
If You Do Not Inspect Them You are the Loser.
with

K

K
X

NESS

XXXX1XXXX

J.P. Steed

j

DRY

305 San Francisco Street.

western cows $2.75s.
Market
Receipts 8 000.
'
f saies
to 5c mKner Buik
45.756.35; heavy $6.256.40; pack- jers and butchers $6.206.40; lights
CARPENTERS
$5.756.25; pigs $4.255.25.
Market!
Receipts 2,000.
AND CABINET MAKERS.
strong. Muttons $34; Iambs $4.25l
and yearlings $3
;75; range wethers
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
4.50; range ewes $23.75.
COTTON.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
'
New York. N. Y., Nov. 10. Cotton
spot closed dull. Middling uplands
Phone. Red 115
;9:45; middling gulf 9.70. No sales. AH Work Guaranteed,
Hogs

SELIGMAN

Of course you

SIGN PAINTING

;&;

tt
K

Just a Word About Bonds

PAINTING

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

It

X

K

Automobile

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

K

X

NihtPhone,Red58.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

K

K

ADOLPH

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXK

DRUGGISTS
Phone, Red

X

K

guarantee each and every Bottle we sell to last one year.

"Up-to-dat- e"

JULIUSH. GERDES.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

r

us

?
Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light
THE
Our display rooms are
are
It. It saves
where
it
your light bill and
tor,

SAVES
EYES.
on
open for your
you
using
by having right
sell
we
Get
will
them right.
away from
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

You pay

AND

Blankets and
Comforters

BUTT BROS. CO.,

1

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

LL

V3

130

XX S

XXX3tX3tXS(XX3(XSS3(

I

j

Phone,

FURNITURE

R

All-Wo- ol

scuaaers mapie syrup;

108 Palace Avenue
Day

AKERS-WAGNE-

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

i

1C.40.

$3.755.70.
Kansas City, Nov. 10. Cattle Re-jceipts 10,500, including 500 southerns.;
Market steady. Native steers $5.50i
9; southern steers $45.25; southern!
WAL 'C0WS and heifers $2.754.50; native!
cows and heifers S2.507; stockers;
(and feeders $3.80fi;5.75; bulls $3.25(ft,
4 7o; calves $4d; western steers ?4;

Stock
Just in, a Fresh
.
,
PANCAKF
111

PICTURE FRAMING

THE

j

Aunt Jemima s rramous

Funeral Directors

that make cocking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

$5.50&S.5ft.

j

.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

HAVE some fine Sets of China for the table,
pieces as you wish. Also Kitchen

WE asCabinets
many

THE TIME TO BUY
ECT WATER BOTTLES

Market
17,000.
Hogs Receipts
slow, 5cup. Light $3.70G.40; mixed
$5.906.55; heavy, 5.906.55; rough,
$5.90G.10; good to choice, heavy
$0.106.55; pigs, $3.705.35; Bulk of
sales, $G.15C.4.
Market
8,0u0.
Sheep Receipts,
steady. Native, $2.50 a 3.80; Western
!$2.653.80; Yearlings, $3.704.40;
western
lambs, native, $3.755.S0;

Chase

.MILLINERY..

PRICE-MAKE- R

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

PROPRIETOR.

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 10. Wool, un- chanced. Territory and western me
2oc; fine mediums, 16
diums, 1C
18c; fine, Wt 15c.
Livestock
Chicago, 111., Nov. 10. Cattle Receipts 10,500. Market slow, steady.
Texas steers,
Beeves,
$4.G5(fi9.10;
$4.005.85; Western steers $4.iio
?3.00
7.35; stockers and feeders,
5.50; cows and heifers, $2.00C.00

COFFI
J

THE

& CO.

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

stsW5'

Are Lowes!

fhinn
Vinui

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Article That You Might Be Interested In
tHPDP l A niPPPDPMf.P IN CUT GLASS.

CZ THE MASTER TAILORS.

at the Parlor Market.

deal

2

HnfiH.DainTAl
liailU-- l UIIII-V-

W. N. TOWNSEND

better guarantee to

than money back if
not satisfactory when you

offer

8

SAFE QUALITY

UVaUlllUl

ut

COFFEE, 30c LB.

Mexican dollars 4G;
Copper:
Lead
12.2o12.45; Tin 41.8042;
Sug-- i
4.25&4.30; Amalgamated 601-2- ;
Great,
iar 1171-8- ; Atchison 108
New York Central
Northern 128
108
Northern Pacific 122; ReadSouthern Pacific 114
ing 1531-8- ;
Union Pacific 174; Steel 174; Steel
65
pfd. 110
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 10. Wheat Dec.
94
May 100
Corn Dec. 63
May 64
50.
Oats Dec. 47
May 49

FOR

1

Many social functions are in the making for out
ciety this w inter. Better be prepared. Get the best.

..

S.

ss

$35e00 to $55.00

POULTRY

Fresh-Dresse-

FRUITS - VEGETABLES

Silver

tl-4l--

Sausage,

e

Blue Point Oysters, Fish
j

-

Prime paper

D

j

MONEY AND METALS.
New York Nov- 10. Call money

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago. 111., Nov. 10. Action oni23"8:
the threatened strike of shop em- - ' llt,H;

full-dre-

Veal and

j

MARKET kEPORTg
I

It has been said that nothing makes a man reel
more like a "stuffed sausage "with the skin
suitor
pulled tiht than the average
tuxedo. This IS reaily true of the AVERAGE full
dress or tuxedo but simply because the right
tailoring is not there. The ROYAL TAILORS are
Evening Clothes iMakers supreme. They have
mastered the art of making a formal garment
that is only formsl in name, with all the stiffness and clammy feeling left out. A Royal Dress
Suit or Tuxedo drapes gracefully, easily over the
body lines, and gives the wearer a perfect " at
home" feeling. A handsome FULL DRES5 or
TUXEDO with silk linings, from

Pork,
Mutton,

j

nine pound baby daughter.
Mother tion of Labor, which opens in Atlan-- j
and child are doing well.
la, Ga., next week.
W. D. Shea arrived last night from
Santa Fe and was in Las Vegas to-- ' BEAUTIFUL LOCATION FOR
He is traveling
day on business.
FASHIONABLE SUBURB.'
agent for the Denver and Rio Grande
railway. Las Vegas Optic.
(Continued tTora race One.)
Miss Edith Hampton,
who has:
"
been visiting Misses Ramona and An-- :
!ta Baca of this city for a month past, Otero street to the top of the mesa,
'
approach from
returned this morning to her home in affording a short-cu- t
the court house and Sanitarium to the
Santa Fe. Albuquerque Herald.
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero old fort,
The Elevations,
left last night on a flying visit to Chi- '
The elevation at the western edge
cago to attend to some business. He
has nearly recovered from his severe ot the fort, above the center of the
cold contracted while campaigning.
P'aza is 152 feet. At a point 1,000
Max Nordhaus left this afternoon feet distant, easterly, 185 feet.
for Albuquerque on a business trip.
It is intended to plant immediately
Mrs. Nordhaus ana baby left at the a row of trees, alternately Elm and
same time for Santa Fe, Mrs. Nord- Lombard' Poplar on each side or the
haus' former home. Las Vegas Optic. main avenue.
The water mains will be extended
ACTION ON ROCK ISLAND
to the property without delay.
STRIKE iS POSTPONED.
Matter May Be Decided at Annual
Convention of American Fed
eration of Labor.

That Makes You
Feel Your Best

Main

Beef,

i

61 5.

49

N5A5 CITY

:

SELIGIfl

Phone

Parlor Market
and Grocery

B.

t

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Phone 49 Main

will leave this evening
de, Mexico, to receive

A Most Artistic Line that will please
of the Home Beautiful

h

&

Ld

State

&

Phone, 152 Red

AMADO

o

I

Get at
venmv Suit

6

Daily.

Handsome Assortment
of Fancy Stock for the
Holiday Trade

A

a i, -ma-r e es a ui

AND CAICE
Loates Fine Bread, 25c
Fruits and Groceries;
Confectionery.
FreshCreamPuf fs Wednesday 4 Saturday

FROM RIGELAR PRICE

MISS A.MUGLER

Incorporated

RIBBONS

PLAZA BAKERY

Per Cent.

on
Palace.
a businessman
ot
Goods
the Montezuma.
M. Edson of ChicaIn order to close out the line.
go are sightseers at the Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Leod Allen of Del
Norte, Colo., are visiting friends here.
Colonel K. W. iJohson of Albuquerque arrived yesterday on legal busiMilliner, Southeast Cor. Plaza.
ness, lie is at the Montezuma Motel.
Dr. and Mrs. Palmer will again
trke up their residence at Cemllos NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP,
af;er having spent the full in San-t-- i
MRS R. LOPEZ.
Fe.
Colonel Vincesiao Jaramillo of El
Manicuring
Shampooing
Kito, llio Arriba county, chairman' of
r.
Hair Dressing Massaging
the Republican state central commit- Chiropody.
V tee, is
at the I'alace.
Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
' Fron
Montgomery Ward, one of the men
who have made Chicago what it is,
31
passed through Lamy yesterday on '
You may not feel the trouble in
Jt his way to California.
stomach, but the ache in your
your
Sheriff and Mrs. Charles Closson
Poor digestion,
will leave this evening for Chic.g ) head tells the tale.
in the stomach, and all such stom- gas
trea.-i"enwhere
Mrs.
t
Closson
will seek
$
Take
ach tro ibles cause headaches.
for serious illness.
Cel-sfor your stomach instead of
A. Mann of Albu$
Judge
teking poisonous pills for your head
querque arrived in the city yesterday
and
and is registered at the Palace hotel. the trouble is in your stomach,
Ce!-sAt
stomach troubles.
settles
He returned home this afternoon.
10 and 25c.
Thomas Inch and nephew, Thomas the Capita"! Pharmacy,
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
Inch, Jr., of Dayville, South Dakota,'
the
purchase price it it. fails to do all
are guests of G. F. Harding.
The
we
claim.
Is this fair?
young man expects to locate here.

Asst. Cashier

I856.

25

'

Denver, is at the
K. E. Wiliams,
Los Angeles, is at
Mr. and Mrs. C.

-

Established

Of

REDUCTION

hllUUIIflL UlLllllUii

I

C. R. Wise,

Your Patronage Solicited
H. B. LAUGHUN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN.

IPRfS

TRUST CO.'

&

CAPITAL 850,000 00

I
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
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ColfHX

on

Women suffering from any form of
illness are invited to promptly com.
inuiiicat-- with Mrs. Pinkliam at Lynn,
Mass. All letters ara receive oitncd,
road and
by women. A vo- s
can l reply talk
5v5v?j-- nan
ill
of licr nrivi-ij

30
i
'

W,V0ir;y ness

i5!

9 05

'i;"-r-i

1

j

I

j

t) a uonianes- ;

thus lias been
tablished this con.

j

8 20
S 02
7 45

Lv
Arj

iidenco

between

rinkliam and
tl.o women of
A mnrifi wliii'li
liaq
M.. Lvi
94
never been broken.
!(
p m
.p m
tviiA einkham"- -'
Xever lias she tmb-i'onneot3 ai Colfax with K. P. A S. vV. Ry, train both North and South.!!"-lished a testimonial or used a letter
SKiuae for Van Houten N. M. meet trains at Preston N.IM.'
without the written consent of the
N. M., at 9;00 .. in, dally except writer, and never lias the Company
Sc:ie leaves IJto l'aiit. N', M.. for
allowed these confidential letters to
endiys. Kare j2 uu one way $3.50 01111(1 trip; fifty pound bairifnze carrier! free.
. for the smith at 11:11 d.
C. t S train leaves Dan Muiius, N.
in. 'arrlvna rrnm th fret out of their possession, as the,
hundreds of thousands of them in
tb at 4:38 a in
their files w ill attest. .
C,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
DfcDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Out of the vast volume of experience
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent.
G. P. Agent,
which Mrs. rinkhain lias to draw
from, it is more than possible that she
has pained the very knowledge needed
in your case. She asks nothing in return except your pood will, and her
advice has helped thousands.
Surely
ASK
TICKETS
any woman, rich or poor, should be
glad to take advantage of this generous offer of assistance. Address Mrs.
YOUR FREIGHT
Pinkliam, care of Lydia E. Pinkham
.

is

9IS,

.

Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
It i'ark, N.

a til

!Mr3.

35
6 27
6 17
6 00
B

FOR

SHIP

From Santa Fe TMpPi9tt4M
points ia

k,

THE

obtainable, by mail. Write foi
it today.

CALIFORNIA'S
g

ss

iwaKfKSs-

,,

URBAN AND
RURAL POPULATION.

ills

swKjwstwrwa

More Than One

ROUTE

Half of That State's
People Live in Large
Cities.

WEST

100,-00-

Washington I). C, .Nov. 10 Fol-- i
lowing the previous preliminary announcements, by the Census Bureau
of the aggregate population
of all
places in the state of California, as
enumerated at the Thirteenth Census,
taken as of April J3, lijlO, Census Director Durand issued ' today a statement giving additional advance
details, of which the most important
relate to the state's urban and rural
The information was
population.
drawn from the advance population
bulletin for California, now in press,
of
prepared under the supervision
William C. Hunt chief statistician
for population in the Census Bureau.
Total Population,
Increase and Distribution.
The population of California is
Compared with a population
of
in 1100, this represents
an increase during the last uecade.of
S02,10fi, or fiO.l per cent. During the
same period the total population of
continental United States increased
21 per cent.
The precentage of increase for the state during this dec-a?is nearly
three times the rate
shown for the preceding decade,

Fer rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX, a. f. & p. Agant
El Paso Texas.

When Going

WEST
USE THE

The great success of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery in curing weak stomachs, wasted bodies, weak
lungs, and obstinute and lingering coughs, is based on
the recognition of the fundamental truth that "Golden
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with
ing,
materials, in con
densed ar,d concentrated form. With this help Nature
supplies the necessary strength to the stomach to digest
food, build up the body and thereby throw o!f lingering
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery"
the
digestive and nutritive organs in sound health, purifies
and enriches the blood, and nourishes the nerves in
snort establishes sound vigorous hcaith.

Jli

body-buil-

muscle-makin-

tissue-repairin-

g

1

paper-boun-

one-hal-

pared.

In 1910, the combined population
of San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Oakland, the three cities having over
100,000 inhabitants each, represented 37.3 per cent of the total population of the state. Tn 1900 these cities
contributed 34.5 per cent of the total
At that
population of the state.
time however, Oakland was not in
ti t group of places having over
inhabitants, for this city did not
reach that figure until some time between 1900 and 1910.
The combined
population of the remaining urban
from
places, or those
containing
2.500 to 50,000 inhabitants each,
in
1910 and 1900 represented
21.5 per
cent and 17.9 per cent, respectively,
of the total population of the state.
In 1S90 San Francisco contributed
6 per cent of the population of the
state and the remaining urban places
23.9 per cent.
The 128 places of less than 2,500
60
inhabitants each, comprising
cities and 6S towns, have an aggregate population of 153 052, or 6.4 per
cent of the total population of the
state.
These places comprise
66
having from 1,000 to 2,500 inhabitants
each, with a combined population of
111,155: 47 having from 500 to 1.000
inhabitants each, with a combined
population of 36.525; and 15 having
li ss than 500 inhabitants each, with
a combined population of 5,372. The

Aids Nature
I
i

low-grad- e

one-thir- d

one-hal-

j

two-fifth-

Ton

tw

ge

2W

EAST

EST

The population of all cities and in
corporated towns as they existed in
1900, was 868,477, or 5S.5 per cent of'
'
the population of the state.
A comparison
;
of thf total popula-tion in 1910 in cities and towns having a population of not le ss than 2,500
each with the total population of the
same places in 1900, shows an in-- !
yo'jp tfe.3?er offers something "Inst as &ood,"
it is probably better FOR H!i.t...it pays better.
crease of 81.4 per cent.
This repre-- '
But you are thir.kir: of the cure not the profit, so
sents the rate of growth of urban1
there's nothing "just as ood" for you. Say so.
communities as thus defined. During1
the same period there has been an
Dr. Pierce's Common S'jr.se Medical Adviser, In Plain English; or, Medicine Simplified, 1008 pages, over 700 illustrations, newly revised
hcrease of 34.5 per cent of the popu-sent for 21 one-ceEdition,
stamps, to cover cost of mailing
lation living in rural territory. Urban1
Cloth-boun31 stamps. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
only.
thus
increased nearly two
population
f
and
times as rapidly as ru-- ;
ral.
For continental United States
as a whole urban population increas- to cover this need.
P. MacLeod Allen and wife,
,
Del
Mr. Blackwelder's contribution on Norte.
ed 31.9 per cent in the last decade
and rural population 11.2 per cent.
puuspnaie in western Wyoming is a
J. R. Boll, Espanola.
The population in the group of ur preliminary report and shows large
A. G. Pollock, City.
ban places having 100,000 inhabitants antl widely distributed deposits,
He
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
or more increased about one and one- - il'f,' mentions the presence of very
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Edson, Chicago.
fifth times, the group of places having S'eat quantities of
rock,
R. B. Shanklin, Wichita, Kas.
which
in
course
of
will
from 25,000 to 100,000
doubttime
inhabitants,
W. A. Cowling, Denver.
De
tss
mined.
For instance, in the
aheut one and
times, and
H. H. Rice, Detroit.
the group of places having from 2 500 Snake River canyon in western Wyo
J. C. Kauffman, Alamosa.
to 25,000 inhabitants about one and minS he noticed a total thickness of
C. R. Meyer, St. Louis.
f
times as rapidly as that of Prosphate beds exceeding 40 feet, of
W. J. Stehle, Oklahoma City.
which
29
about
contain
more
the state as a whole.
feet
While the rate
L. E. Johnson, New York City.
of increase in population for rural 1'an 30 Per cent phosphoric acid and
W. R. Pitts, Albuquerque.
territory was a little more than half sonle bpds contain 70 per cent or
R. F. Ashoaugh and wife, Albuquer- As showing the general lack
that of the state as a whole. Of the more.
total increase in the population of the pr knowledge regarding the phosphate! que.
stale during the decade, namely, 392,- - deposits Mr. Blaekwelder mentioned
s
196, more than
was in cities an excavation in the phosphate bedsj
This tunnel, dug
r'ear
Pass.
of over 100,000 inhabitants.
Vrpxi'pn
more than 15 years ago was made on leimory of New
-- ounty
ot
feanta
Fe. ss.
tv,
;n,e snnnnsitt
GREAT PHOSPHATE DEPOSITS
In the Probate Court in the matter
was
ia.
coal.
nature
Its
real
was! of the Estate of
IN ROCKY
MOUNTAINS. not
S. DuVal, de-- ,
recognized and throughout the ceased, intestate. Harvie
district the very existence of phosKnow All Men by These Presents:
(Continued from Page Three)
deposits seemed to he unknown
DuVal
Administrator
Hugh
to the inhabitants.
jThat
for it now appears probable that
of the Estate of Harvie S. DuVal, defimilar deposits may extend over a;
ceased, intestate, has filed his final
account in the above entitled matter
large part of western Montana. Their'
nearness to the large copper smelters
j and
that all persons having any ob-- j
is important, for these smelters pro-- i
lections to said final account and the
Palace.
duce great quantities of sulphuric!
settlement thereof are required to pre-- !
F. E. Mitchell, Albert.
acid and sulphuric acid fumes which
sent the same within the time and in
Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque.
are usually allowed to go to waste
the manner prescribed by law and
Colonell Venceslao
the probate court in and for the coun-- :
through the smokestack of the plant.
Jaramillo,
of phosphate rock
Reduction
ty of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mex-jicby Kito.
means of sulphuric acid appears to; George Curry, Tulnrosa.
has fixed and appointed Monday
offer what is perhaps the largest! Fi id Fleger, Costillo.
the 1st day of January, 1912, at the
commercial use for these waste pro- hour of 9 a. m., for the hearing of
II. A. Somerfield, Cincinnati.
ducts of the smelters."
C. R. Wise. Denver.
Mr. Gale
said objectons filed to such said final
account if any such there be, and for
quotes a report showing the daily loss
II. White, Los Angeles.
at the Anaconda smelter alone of
the settlement thereof.
M. Pardial, Kansas City. '
about. 3.S00 tons of sulphuric acid.
This administrator further gives noCoronado.
of Phos- tice that upon the settlement of said
M. Hartly, City.
Suggests Concentration
'
final account, he will proceed to close
phates.
Suazo, Costillo.
Mr. Gale suggests a further innova-- j
the administration of said estate of
Nick Kronderis, Wyoming.
Con in the treatment
said decedent and to obtain his dis-- !
of phosphate
S. Ortega, LLano.
rock which would greatly reduce the! G. E.
as such executor and the dis- charge
Estancia.
Boyle,
charge of his surety as such,
transportation charges that at presJ. W. Collier, Omaha.
ent stand in the way of development.
HUGH F. DUVAL,
John Lacero, El Rito.
By this process a ton of concentrated
Administrator of the Estate of Har-- j
Luis Alarcon, Merico.
vie S. DuVal, Deceased, Intestate.
phosphate would equal three tons of A. C. de Baca, Cienega.
G. VOLNEY HOWARD
ordinary superphosphate. The fertiJ. W. Stafford, Espanola.
liser distributor would therefore pay
Santa
New Mexico, Attorney for
Fe,
R. Born, Espanola.
freight on one ton where he now pays
Administrator.
Montezuma.
it on three.
R. E. Williams, Los Angeles.
The report calls attention to the
Have you Kurnishecr
to Rent?
E. N. Ragsdale, City.
fact that under the present mining
A little campaign Want
advertising
law there appears to be no adequate; N. J. German, New York.
in the New Mexican will keep the in-- j
C. A. Austin, Kansas City.
provision for the disposal of phoscome from your furnished rooms from
J. B. Gechitla, Denver.
phate lands., and that it is presumed
The classified columns are
;lapsinz.
P. H. Kunselton, Denver.
that Congress will in the near future
'always looked up closely and it will
John Stafford, Espanola.
pass some
measure
pay you well to use them.

The urban territory of the state in
1910 that is, the cities and incorporated towns of 2.300 inhabitants
inhabiOf more contained
1,4(59,739
tants, or Gt.S per cent of the total
population, while 907.M0 inhabitants
or :2.s per cent, lived in rural territory.
The urban territory as it existed in
1900 that is, the cities and incorporated towns then having 2,500 inhabitants or more contained 777,699 inhabitants, or 52.4 per cent of the tola' population, while 707 354 inhabitants, or 17.6 per cent, lived in rural
There has been a conterritory.
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
siderable decrease in the proportion
Every Moman cusbt to have of urban population. For continental
United States as a whole the urban
Lytlia 13. IMiikliam's 80-inText Book. It is not a book for population constituted 16.3 per cent
the total population in 1910, and
general distribution, as it is too of
40.5 per cent of the total population
expensive. It is free and on!y in 1900.

M--

Arizona, Mexico ar--d to the PactSis Coast, via
MEXICO CENTitAL to Torracoa, Taaocn

California ha3 58 counties.
The
population of these counties
range
from 309 in Alpine county lo 501,1:11
in I.os Angeles county.
Density of Population.
The total land area of the state is
55.052 square miles.
The average
number of persons to the
square
mile ill lulO was 15,:;; in 1900 and
1N90 it was 9.5 and 7.S respectively
San Bernadino county .with 20,157
smallest area
square mile has th
San Francisco county, coextensiive
43
with San Francisco city
with
square miles and 9.695.6 persons per
square miles, has the smallest area
and the highest density.
Alpine,
It'yo, and Mono counties each average less than one person per square
mile.
Urban and Rural Population Com-

living in
unincorporated
territory represents 31.7 per cent of
the total population of the state..
In all citites and Incorporated
towns, including those of less than
2.300 inhabitants, there was in 1910
a population of 1 622,791. or C8.3 per
cent of the population of the state.
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of increase were much smaller.
Since 1890 the population of the city
has increased more than sixfold the
absolute increase of the last decade
being more than twice the population
of the city in l'.tOO and more than
lour times its population in lS'.ni.
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California was admitted as a state
and appears in the Federal
census reports for the first time in
that year.
Xaturallv
its rnnid
growth was during the decade immediately
following the discovery
of gold in that state which was its
decade of statehood
The percentage of increase for this
decade is more than five times the
rate shown for any succeeding decade.
Although the growth of the
state during the fifty years since
lSt0 has been much slower than during the decade from IS.'iO to ISfiO, it
has been substantia, the rate of decennial increase ranging
trom 22.4
per cent for the decade
to
Pti.l per cent for the last decade,
A comparison of the rates of increase for the state with those of
continental United States, shows that
ach decade since 1850 the
during
population of California has increased more rapidly than that of continental United States. The difference between the two rates during the decade
was large, and the differences have been moderately large
during every decade since then, except during the decade
when the two rates approached each
other very closely.'
The population
of the state in 1910 was more than
twenty-fivtimes as large as in 185,
when its population was first returned, while the population of continents United States ,n 1910 was a little
less than four times that in 1S50.
Principal Cities.
California has 123 cities. San Francisco, the largest city, has a population of 416 912. and Los Angeles, the
second city, a population of 319,198.
Oakland, with 150,174 inhabitants, is!
the only other city in the slate hav- ing over' 100,000 inhabitants.
There
are also 5 cities having from 25,000
to 50.000, 13 from 10,000 to 25,000, 10
from 5 000 to 10,000, 34 from 2.500 to
5,000, and CO having less than 2,500
inhabitants.
The aggragate popula-tio- n
of the 125 cities is 1,539,144, or
fit. 7 per cent of the total noDulatlon
in ISoO

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado

Springs and

fi'-s- t

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN

BUILDING OR

UNION

DEPOT

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

lSHO-lSfi-

1S50-186- 0

General Express Forwarders
TO

All

1S90-190-

Parts of The World

e

SflYfi HlOflfiV od lnconvenln by Purchaalnr Walls
HWUVJ Pareo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Chaclu aad Ferelza Money Orders
in

Payable

U.

TlNlffctBt

S., Canada, Mexico

snd all Foreign
Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j j j
J. D. BARNES,

ft
If

Agent.
i

1

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
to
Williams
Successor

Li.

P.

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to flive prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.

Tat

Phone l.W Red

310

At

san francisco

st
'

Santa Fe, N.

M

2i

the state.
Pasadena shows the highest rate of
increase during the last decade
rrmely, 232.2 per cent and San Fran--I
e'sco, the lowest, 21.6 per cent,
The most rapid growth of San Fran-of

I

'

j

Cisco was during the decades from
1860 to 1S80, its population increasing

more than fourfold during this period
while during the 30 years since 1880
its population has less than rlnuhlerl.
Its lowest rate of decennial Increase
was 14.6 per cent for the decade
1890-190-

LET THE WANT
COLUMN DO IT.

advertisement In the
Want column of the New Mexican will
rent any property that is rentable.
There is always some one that wants
ebat you have got, but you must let
A good live

The Guests praise the Cook,
the Cook praises

II

them know it.
Are You a Seller? An advertisement in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on 'he market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before th'
eyes of all possible buyer..

Los Angeles, unlike San Francisco
has shown Its most rapid growth
during the recent decades. For the
first decade after its incorporation
the percentage of increase was 172.4
per cent, this representing, however,
an absolute increase of only 2,775.
For the next wo decades the percen

Good cooks are not born they are made by
experience and the tools
use.
The
use
of Cottolene will aid any cook in making an impressthey

ion with her

food.

Being entirely free from hog fat, it makes food light, rich and
but
without
the semblance of grease. Moreover, Cottolene food agrees with the
digestible,
stomach; it never causes indigestion or
Cottolene is made from choice vegetable oil, which human hands never touch. It is
packed
in patent,
sealed pails, and its freshness and purity are guaranteed.
after-heavines-

s.

air-tig- ht

For all shortening and frying purposes, Cottolene is better and more economical than
butter or lard.

COTTOLENE is Guaranteed

Your grocer is
author;
,
ized to refund your money m case you arehereby
not pleased,
after having given Cottolene a fair test
.

T.

Solid In Bulk Cottolene, is packed
Never
with an

in pails
top, to keep
it clean, fresh and wholesome, and prevent it from catching
dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc
air-tig- ht

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

4f
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MISS KATRINA'S

HALLOWEEN
By MINNIE E. HICKS

Misa Katrina closed the door behind
her, and stepped out Into the darkness. The two pumpkin
grinned grotesquely at her from either side of the doorway and sounds of
merriment floated to her from inside
the house, but she heeded neither.
She had wanted to have this night
alone, but when the young people had
asked permission to hold their annual
Hallowe'en party in her home, she had
put aside her wish as selfish, and
heartily thrown open her doors to the
lads and lassies of the neighborhood.
Still, Memory was not to be cheated
of her tryst, and as Miss Katrina
moved about the rooms,
starting
games and seeing that no one was
neglected, it persistently followed her
and carried her back to a similar
Now
gathering of 15 years before.
she knew that all was going well, and,
leaning against a pillar of the porch,
she let Memory have its way.
Again a girl of 20, she played the
games of Hallowe'en at
that other party, her partner always
the man with the dark eyes whose
glance rested so tenderly upon her.
"Anybody can see that Dr. Clinton
is in love with Katrina March," some
one whispered. "But he needn't think
there's any chance for him; she's refused some of the best around here."
Despite this opinion, when the walk
home in the dim starlight was ended,
Katrina had given her heart irrevocably into the the keeping of the handsome young physician, at whom the
people of that community looked askance because he had dared to come
into their midst without exhibiting
his family tree, or proving his claim
time-honore- d

own roiCli, thinking, not of the possible bad luck to which she referred,
but of the face which had flashed out
of the darkness and looked at her
from the mirror a second before it
had fallen to rhe ground.
"I am getting old," she said to herself, "old and fanciful."
Yet the face rtood out clearly in her
memory the face of Maurice Clinton.
stamped with the impress of time and
with hair as plentifully sprinkled with
silver as her own. "Just as he might
look now," she murmured, "but, or
course, it couldn't, couldn't be."
When the first light of the late November dawn stole Into the room Miss
Katrina, weary of futile attempts to
As she
sleep, was up and dressed.
took a spray of cosmos from a vase on
the bureau and fastened it in her hair
the whistled melody of "Juanita" floated up from beneath the window. She
knew the signal well and. without
pausing to wonder or question, ran
down the stairs and threw open the
door to find herself face to face with
Maurice Clinton.
For one breathless moment they
looked deep, deep into each other's
eyes.
You have waited for me, my Trina,"
he said at length, taking her hand
and drawing her into the parlor.
"And you have come," she said. "Oh,
I knew you would."
"Fate dropped into my hands the Information which made it possible for
me to come to you," he said, In a low
tone; "read this, Trina."
He handed her a document drawn
up In legal form and signed by two
witnesses, the dying testimony of one
John Denham, the purport of which
was that on a certain day, while engaged in a hunting expedition, John
Denham had, at a spot accurately described, shot and killed a man who
chanced to be passing and of whose
name the testator was ignorant. Den-hawas to start for Europe the following day, on a commission of great
importance, and, knowing himself to
be wholly innocent of crime, did not
feel bound to incur the delay which a
statement of facts would necessitate,
and which would risk the high place
in the business world Just within his
grasp. When, after almost fifteen
years, failing health compelled his i
tlrment from active life, the unhappy
incident constantly recurred to his
mind, tormenting him with the thought
that some innocent person might be
Buffering for his carelessness and subsequent selfishness. As his attending
physician Dr. Clinton summoned the
lawyer at Denham's
request, little
that the matter which
dreaming
weighed so heavily on the sick man's
conscience in any way concerned himself. When Denham died a few days
later Dr. Clinton secured the paper
from the lawyer and started at once
for the place which still held his
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coifie into somekind of sneaky
body's house this way?"
"I suppose it is only they'd never
let me in any other way," he mutf-red"They I'd stay out if I never got a
she declared
Job on a newspaper,"
warmly. "I'd shovel sand first!'
"Hum!" he said dubious'.. You
make me feel mean. You ncvor shov- tied sand and I have! I've always been
cra.y to he a reporter ever since I was j
a lit! le shaver."
"What yoa been doing all your life?"
asked Cissy curiou.- - !y. "U en go
to be i
ing to school and leariang
one?"
"I've never been to school very
much. I couldn't. I had to work ever
since I was a kid selling newspapers,
and I never learned a trade
clerk
ed it for a long time in a hardware
store, and the last three years I've
been chauffeur for a man in Wall
street. Hut I want to he a reporter,
but everything seems against aiy da
ing it. I thought I was tixed this time,
sure!" be ended morunltilly.
"Of course you don't hae to take
my advice," said Ciss hnjihtily.
"I'm going to, miss just the same
I'm packing up my .ameru now, and
as soon as I can bef.t it to the Rlinket
office I'll throw uy my job.. Then I'll
hunt for a place as chauffeur. You
don't happen to know if any of your
rich friends needs a responsible man.
do you, miss?" He thrist a curly head
Dver the screen and looked so earnestly at Cissy's splendid raiirent that shti
realized that he mistook her for one of
the invited guests. Honest Cissy soon
disillusioned him.
"Glory!" he whistled, with more excitement than the announcement
seemed to warrant. "Don't you think
this Mme. Rosel of yours needs a
new chauffeur for that elegant limousine you say she rides in""
"Indeed she does'" cried Cirsy, delightedly. "Henri left last week and
she ha been trying thorn ever since.
I'll g'.ve you her address."
As 'he reporter slipped from
the
Scvse leaving his card in Cissy's hand,
the butler returned to say that Miss
Givens would look at the gowns, and
s the young Irish girl picked up her
gray cloak and went up the broad
stairway she tucked the card of
Owen Munigle within her laces on he!
bosom.
Months
afterward when Mme
Rosel sent her handsome limousine tc
the cfcruch to convey the happy brido
and groom from church, Owen Munigle whispered in the pretty ear of
his wife:
"Cissy, darling, why do you always
refer to the day I met you as your
debut?"
Cissy blushed warmly and laid a finger on his ruddy cheek. "Ah," she
laid, tenderly. " 'Tis because 'twas tbt
2ay Miss Givens entered society and
because 'twas the day bless the same
Owen, dear, that 1 first met you!"
.

Cissy's Debut
,

31

By MARION GORDON
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Cissy tiradeen had just finished displaying a marvelous lace frock to an
customer
when Mme.
Kosel sent for her. The
modiste sat in her private room impatiently tapping her porcelain teeth
with a gold pencil when Cissy enter- ed, still wearing the lace frock and
looking like a young princess.
"Miss Bradeen,"
inadame
said
sharply, "I have a sudden call from
Mrs. Givens
her
of Fifth avenue
daughter has ruined the coming out
frock we delivered this morning it
caught fire in some way. You are to
go up there at once with the white
crepe de chine and fit Miss Givens so
that she may wear it this afternoon.
Ah, you are wearing the lace gown "
She looked thoughtfully
at Cissy's
stalely young form clothed in the perfect fitting frock that was worth a
small fortune.
Madame's calculating eye did not
bother with such unimportant details
is Cissy Bradeen's perfect complexion and dainty features or the coronet
of
hair that matched her
All the French woman noticel
eyes.
was the exquisitely fitting robe, and
she was computing what price
she
might wring from Mrs. Givins if she
sold it in place of the crepe de chine.
"Wear the lace robe up there tinier a long coat, Miss Bradeen," she
said decisively.
"Perhaps Miss Givens
may take a fancy to it and buy that
instead of the other."
"Very well, inadame," said Cissy.
Madame looked at her watch. "You
will go immediately,"
she commanded. "Javonne will call a taxicab."
Cissy flitted from the room and
walked across the richly carpeted show
rooms to the long narrow room which
she occupied with the other models
and alteration hands.
Gathering some sewing materials
Into a workbag she slipped on a long
gray cloak, and, followed by the envious admiration of her fellow workers, Cissy went out to the waiting cab.
bearing a huge white pasteboard box
containing the crepe de chine gown
tor Miss Givens.
In front of the Givens mansion a red
striped awning stretched a tunnel to
-
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to any ancestral acres. A bitter storm
o opposition had greeted the news of
Katrina's engagement, all the harder
for her to bear because it vented itself in unjust invectives against her
lover. Her mother might have yielded, but Mr. March was inexorable;
and when one day the latter was
found lying in the road with a bullet
through his heart, for want of any
tangible evidence, the finger of suspicion pointed to Dr. Clinton. There
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"I am so glad we know just how It
was," Katrina said, with tears in her
eyes.
"And now you will keep your prom- ,
ise, ne saia, taxing ner in his arms.
The years of trouble seemed to slip
far into the background, as these twe
renewed the vows made so long ago
"I came too late to see you last
night," he said, 'but I could not rest
so I wandered down the old orchard
path and came out by the well just in
time to see you there. What were you
doing?"
"Trying to see my lover's face In
the mirror," she whispered, "and I
did."
He bent and kissed her tenderly,
while outside the late chrysanthemums nodded to each other and the
pumpkin
by the door
grinned knowingly in the warm au
tumn sunshine.

was nothing definite enough to lead to
his arrest, but his life was rendered
miserable, and, after using every possible means of tracing the perpetrator
Lesson in Etiquette.
of the deed without avail, he went
The captain was trying to impress
west, bidding his sweetheart wait un- upon the sailor the Importance of saytil he could return to bestow upon her ing "sir" in addressing his superior:
a name freed from the blot of suspic"How's her head?" he asked.
"
ion. "Truth must triumph, my daranswered the old tar
ling," he said as they parted: "it may gruffly. Another trial was without
take years, but we will try to be pa- success.
"Let me take the wheel," said the
tient."
And so, filling the time by carry- skipper, "and you ask me the quesing love and sunshine into many dark- tion."
"Ow's her head?" roared the sailor.
ened lives, using the sorrows of others as a bulwark against her own,
sir," replied the caplest it overwhelm her, Miss Katrina tain.
had waited for 15 years, while the sil"Keep her so, my man," said the old
ver crept in among her brown hairs, tar, "while I goes forward and has a
and in her deep eyes there grew the smoke." Success.
expression of one who watches for a
Providing for the Deadheads.
ship that never comes.
"Is your town doing anything in the
"Miss
Katrina! Miss
Katrina!
uplift way?"
Where are you?"
We have a committee
"Oh, yes!
The door was flung open, and, with
an effort to throw the spell of the old appointed to see all shows suspected
and report on
being immoral
days, Miss Katrina turned to the pi
them."
eager group.
"Good!"
"It was so warm in the house," she
"Yes, a committee of one thousand."
said, "and I thought you wouldn't
"Indeed!
Isn't that a er rather
miss me."
large committee?"
"Oh, Miss Katrina!" chorused the
"Well, you see, we couldn't afford
girls reproachfully, as they gathered to create any hard feeling, and so we
round her.
made it large enough to include about
"It's nearly 12 o'clock," said Myrtle everybody." Lippincott's Magazine.
North, "the time when all sorts of
First Aid.
things happen. Now, Miss Katrina,
Elsie is to take this candle and go
"Are you writing to Ferdy?"
with you while you hold a mirror over
"Yes."
the well and see your lover's face in
"But I thought he was engaged."
It."
"He writes me that the girl has
In spite of her protests, Miss Ka- thrown him overboard, so I'm droptrina was hurried from the house, mir- ping him a line."
ror in hand, and just as the clock
A Hard Fate.
struck the hour, she and Elsie reached
"So your firm is going to transfei
the old well, which yawned grimly in you to Baltimore?"
the flickering candle-light- .
"Yes, confound the luck."
"Now, hold the glass up and look,"
"Why do you regard it as bad luck?
Elsie.
whispered
Baltimore is a fine town, near the sea
Miss Katrina raising the mirror obeshore and only a short run from New
it York. Aren't you getting a raise ol
diently, but the next moment
slipped from her hands and was shatsalary?"
tered on the stone curb of the well.
"Yes, but Baltimore has no major
"Oh, it's broken," Elsie said helpleague ball club."
"and
the
wind
is
to
blow
lessly,
going
my candle out; I guess we'd better
Between the Acts.
go back to the house."
"Was the man there you went out
Miss tt.airma iouowed without a
word, and when she
the to see, John?"
"Yes. dear, and the business chancei
house, all were startled by her unhe unfolded that I went out to talk
usual pallor.
"Did you value the mirror very with him. simply took away mj
highly. Miss Katrina?" one of the breath."
"Oh. they didn't take all of It away
girls asked, after Elsie told what had John.
You've brought plenty of 11
happened.
with
back
Bhe
you."
to
replied,
no,"
trying
"Oh,
smile, "but but it's seven years of
bad luck, you know."
Not a Bad Guest.
"Miss Katrina is the last person I
"Are you interested In telepathy?'
as
should ever think of
superstitious,','
"Not a great deal, but I can tell you
Myrtle said, as they went home a what you are thinking about at th
short time later, "but I suppose we present moment"
each have our pet superstition, and
"Well?" t
that is hers."
"You an thinking, 1 wonder what
In
bar
xat
Katrina
Meantime. Miss
on earth we can talk about' "

j
j
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i

A certain senator
expert
mining law, but in the words of the
Washington Post, "he is not up on
literature." Some time hgo he introduced a bill for the relief of a gallant
Union soldier, ramed Mulvaney. Pres
ently an eastern colleague went ovei
to him.
"I am very glad you introduced
that bill," he remarked. "Mulvaney
and I are old friends."
"Is that so?" responded the western statesman. "I am pleased that
you take an interest In him, and
hope that you will vote for the bill.
I don't know him myself, but he has
aeen highly recommended to me, and
it seems to be a most deserving
--

Doing There?"

the curbstone, and Cissy felt a strange
sense of elation as she mounted the
steps and gave her name to the Japanese servant who admitted her.
'From Mme. Rosel," she added, step
ping unobtrusively into an angle of the
wide hall.
When she was left alone she glanced
tfcnut her at the beautiful flowers
massed here and there, and delighted in the color scheme of pink and
white. Cissy gave not one envious
thought to the young girl who was to
make her bow to society in the midst
tt this bower of roses; she was too
and sweet tempered to
Wish for more than had been allotted
To beauty-lovinto her.
Cissy
Bradeen it was a rare privilege to
work among lovely fabrics and occasionally to catch glimpses of the interior of the handsome homes along
,
the avenue.
in this dim corner there had been
pushed several large jardinieres containing palms, and about the floof
were grouped smaller plants, making
an effective screen. From behind thin
green screen Cissy calculated one
might sit or stand and watch the brilliant company when it should gathef
in the drawing rooms.
She was smiling at her own thought
when she became aware that a pair
of bright blue eyes were watching her
through the screen of the palms, and
her pulses leaped s she realized that
there was a man hiding there. As she
leaned forward the gray cloak slipped
back from her shoulders, revealing her
!n the loveliness of her lace gown.
"Whatever are you doing there?"
obe asked In her pretty Irish brogue.
"Bedad, I'm discovered!" whispered
humorous voice in reply, and the
blue eyes came nearer. "Shure, miss,
nd you won't be giving me away this
time I'm not up to any mischief," he
pleaded.
"What are you doing there, then?"
demanded Cissy anxiously.
"I promised to get some pictures of
the coming out party," he whispered
"I'm a reporter on the
cautiously.
Blinket, and they told me they'd give
me a steady job if I could get some
pictures. So I got next the Jap there
and he helped me smuggle a camera In
and we've fixed up this screen I'm
supposed to come from the florist
around the corner," he grinned impudently.
"It's a mean trick," asserted Cissy
contemptuously.
"A mean trick!" echoed the embryo
reporter aghast "Show me a nobler
profession than reporting the news ol
the country?" Cissy was positive that
he thumped his chest vigorously,
'
"It's noble like any kind of work."
Ught-hearte- d
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Isn't It

INVITATION
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Mixed and Em-- ,
Receives Scrawl He In- tended for a Friend.
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W. M. SHERIDAN, M.
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incident
The following amusing
showing the result of absence of
mind when writing letters la quoted
by a Birmingham paper,
The culprit. Jinks, received one day
two letters by first post. One was
from his friend. Jack Smith, asking
him to play in a football match; the
other was an invitation from his em-- j
ployer. whose name was also Smith,
to spend the day at his home.
Now, Jinks had long admired from
afar his employer's
only daughter,
and this invitation was most accept-- !
able to him. He promptly sat down
and wrote a brief note of acceptance
on an elaborate sheet of note paper,
while to his other friend he sent a
scrawl across an odd half sheet.
The next morning Jinks was surprised to see Jack Smith hurst into
his room exclaiming. "Why, aren't
you ready?"
I wrote
"Ready?
you I couldn't
play."
You wrote me a cour"Nonsense!
teous note accepting my invitation, f
took your excess
as a
politeness
joke."
"Then the guv'nor got the scrawl intended for you!" Jinks gasped.
"What did you say, old man?"
"Dear Smith: Rats! I've something

better on!"
Two of a Kind.
"I find that my husband has been
having the office boy call me up every
day and mumble terms of endearment.
That's a nice way to fool his wife.
He's been going to the ball game."
"How is it that you didn't catch on
to the voice?"
"Well. I'm busy at bridge every day.
and I've been having the cook answer
the telephone."

Six room houte,
FOR RENT
D. S. Lowitzki.
f:.nii;ure.

WANTK!) GIKI. to wait on table
co chamber work. Capital Hoi'

Chemical and Microscopical Kx- amir.ations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Direction?
for collecting specimens given op

id

application.

!

State Nat. Bank Bldj;.. Albuquerque

house.
FOR RENT -- - Napoleon's
south of Capitol, Si.", a month. Apply
to this office ,
luuo one and
Shropshire Rams, till A.
stock. C. E. Han ley.

FOR SAI.K

DR. W. HUME

No.

H

N

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 3,
Phone Red G.

two-year- -

1

i

2

and

Z.

Hours Sa. m. to
And by Appointment.

Office

Number one cattle ranch
New Mexico. Must oon-- j
trol large range, plenty water, hay,
etc. Box 2'y.i, Sterling, Colorado.

5 p. m.

WANTED

in northern

Fraternal Societies

WANTED Large tract of chea
land in northern New Mexico. Good
grass land, some timber, some stnoothe
land, plenty of water. Bottom price.
Box 2'..i:, Sterling" Colorado.
WANTED A permanent,
positon
for a first class lady cook. Wages ll'i
per week. When applying Mate positions held for the past two years and CH AS.
length of time at each n'.ace. Addr ss
or telephone. The V;!ey Ranch, Valley Ranch, N. M.

W

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

MASONIC.
Lodce
Montezuma
F. & A. M.
No. 1.
Regular communis
cation first Monday
of each month at
a
Masoaic - Hall
7.30.
11. H. DOR MAN,

Master
E. LINNETL

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter
1, It.

A.

M.

No.

Regular

convocation
second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and sup
platens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, excluaiget
and rented. Standard makes hani'iel
All repair work and typewritea Si"'
Ei
anteed.
Santa Fe Typew-riu- r
231.
Phone
change.

PROFESSIONAL

HIS GRIEF.

ADMINISTERED.

Ft'RNISHED room, with litht, heat
and bath for gent. This office.

old

Diseases.

Genito-lrinar-

A.

v

B.

7:30 p.
JOHN

m.
H. WALKER,

H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commanders
No.

1, K. T.

Regular

conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hail at 7:3
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
;W. E. GRIFFIN. Recorder.

PAUL A. F. WALTER

....

Santa Fe tx)dge of
Peifection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meets on

Attorney-at-La-

Sinta Fe,

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorney
Practice in Ue Distri t Court ai
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,

A.

mm
m

New Wexlct

S. G. CARTWRIGHT.

C. W, O. WARD

f

Apt

the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Fcotlsh Rite Masons are cor- Visiting
'
dially invited to attend.

Territorial District Attorn

Venerable

y

HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
Us Vegas,
E. C. ABBOTT

B. P. O. E.

Attorncy-al-La-

V

Mrs. Benton Holme Why, Tommy,
you're a perfect little pig. Now, aren't
you sorry you ate so much roast beef"!
Tommy Yes'm; cause I ain't got
any room left for another plate of Ice
cream.

32.

Master.

Santa Fe Lodge

Practice in the District and i5u
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Banta Fe.

60, B. P.

O.

No.
E. holds

its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are inviteu and

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Couris.illor at Law
welcome.
Practice in all thf District Court-an- d
CARL A. BISHOP.
given; special attention to cases
Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA,
Court
before
Territorial
the
Supreme
Rectifying an Error.
Secretary.
N.
M
F
Uncle Joe Cannon, at a dinner in Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa
Washington, said of speakers' errors:
HARRY D. MOULTOH
"All speakers make queer errors
now and then. Usually, though, they
correct them with address.
Attorney-at-La"Once, In the Illinois legislature,
there were two men, Montague Harrison and Harrison Montague. The first
Independent Order of Beavers.
was very short, the second very tall;
Santa 7e, N. M.
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, I. 0. B. holdr
but the speaker, during a debate, once
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
addressed the former as fee latter.
Land Claima nd Contests a Specialty first and third
Friday. Visiting Broth"He recovered himself, however,
ers are always welcome.
quickly. He said, with a chuckle:
R.
Chas.
Eaciey
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
" 'It Is strange that I should take Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
President
rif"rr- Harrison Montague for Montague HarAttorneys at Law.
C. J. NEIS,
rison that I should make such a misbefore
in
and
courts
the
Practice
Secretary.
take as that for there is as great dif- Land
Department.
ference between you two gentlemen
Land grants and titles examined.
F. W. FARMER
as there is between a horse chestnut
Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan-ciHomestead No.
and a chestnut horse.' "

o

'Yes," said the wicked colleague,
warmly, "Mulvaney is the best fellow
that ever lived, a lively, fighting, bighearted, lovable, humorous Irishman.
You will be surprised to know how
often I have spent the days and
nights with him in camp, and bow
much I enjoyed it. By the way," ha
added, "I have another friend you
ought to know. His name is Kipling
N. M.
Rudyard Kipling."
2879.
"Never heard of him," said the Sen
Brotherhood
of
He
Understood.
as
turned
he
the
from
west,
ator
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
American Yeomen
When the ice man came out of No.
away, "but if you are going to introAttorneys-at-Law- .
Meets
Second
duce a bill for his relief, let me know. 37 he found a small boy sitting on one
Practice in ail the Courts and Beand Fourth Thuro
of his blocks of ice.
I'll help you all I can."
fore the Interior Department.
"'Eere!" he roared. "Whot are yer Taos,
days, Fireman'g
New Mexico.
on that for? Git off of it!"
Hall. H. Foreman,
Getting Data.
The small
raised a
A. E. P. Robinson,
H. L. ORTIZ,
The detective was trying to find a countenance. boy
"Was yer ever a boy?"
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
of
counsellor-at-Lathe
destination
and
the
to
i
runaway
;lew
Attorney
he queried, faintly.
Farmer.
oo'jple.
Practicing before all the courts jo
"Of course I was!" fumed the man.
"You saw your young mistress leave
the
Territory.
"But"
Santa Fe Camp
ate house at 9 o'clock last njgnt?" he
New Mexico
,
"And did you never play truant?" Santa Fe
13G14, M. "W. A.
said.
cut in the youngster.
M
vt: W 1
fleets second Tuesthe kitchen
"Yis, sir," answered
PROBERT & COMPANY
"Of course I did!" snarled the ice
day each month, so
girl.
Investments
man. "Now, then, you "
cial meeting tiird
"What did she travel In?"
Lat els, Mines, Bonds & Stock j.
"An' when you got home did yer
at Elk3
Tuesday
"A white hat, white slipped, ao'
"
father never take a stick an'
Money Loaned for Investors
Hall. Visting neigh.
nale blue gown, sor." A lump rose slowly in the Ice man's
We have for sale general stocks of bors welcome.
.
.
T
1.
.1
Tl
Vnmi
throat.
um.,c,,
iuccimuuirc.
aIU,
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
Soured.
"Sit where ye are, my little man!" and other Business Opportunities ;cjjAg
RISING Clerk.
"I'm just crazy to play golf," said he gulped. "I understand!"
;
throughout Taos county.
the enthusiastic summer girl.
;
Bank References Furnished
"Most people are," muttered the
Santa Fe Camp No.
Real Thing Wanted.
New Mexico. '
Taos,
mere man who had no ambition even
"I want to talk to the office boy
6673, R. N. A. meets
chair.
fill
the
to
presidential
partly
fourth Tuesday of
about that ball game yesterday," dettJ "W
M.
each month; soclared the junior partner.
I .
Our Fashions.
cial meeting third
"You read the accounts
of the
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
"What do you think of Mrs. Smith's game," said the senior partner.
Tuesday at Elks'
waist?"
AVE
"That was the way the umpire saw
Hall.
"Well, she seems to have so much, it. I want to hear about the game
welcome
21
6
Red
neighbors
Phone,
London
hasn't
she
any,"
and yet
as it really happened."
NETTIE VICKUOY,
PLAZA
SIDE
WEST
OFFICE,
Opinion.
Phone, 220 Black
FLORENCE RISING.
Economy.
NOWADAYS.
Recorder.
The Wife After all, Adolphus, this
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
visit isn't going to be so expensive.
With the
dresses I simply
bad to get, and your clothes cleaned
and pressed, we'll manage speldidly.
Pathfinder.
AND
-

You

AN

Jinks Got His Letters

on

case."

"What Are

HE DECLINED

Vote for Kiplirsj.
is

-

She and Elsie Reached the Old Well.

-
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THE PALACE

The Spirit That Wins.

THE MONTEZUMA

M HOTELS

Griggs I admire Parker immenseHe has a hard time making both
Now Under the Same Management.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ends meet, but he's game from the
word "Go."
Room
Briggs Game! Why, Parker looks The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico.
upon the struggle with the wolf as a
en
baths.
unexcelled.
Cuisine and table service
suit with private
mere sporting event
ly.

Large Sample Rooms.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor.

Restriction.
"Understand," said the Rhode Island
judge to the fair divorcee, "you can't
marry again in this state."
The lady smiled discreetly.
All the spectators smiled discreetly.
Even the judge hid his face behind
a volume of recent decisions.
"Your honor," said the lady.
"Well?"
Short Orders
Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
"If I stroll acrosB the state line Into
He I want to get a fancy Job wher Massachusetts I can
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
get back in time
I do very little work for a very grea,
for tea. can't I?'
'
deal of money.
G. LL'PE HERRERA, Prop
::
::
whereupon the judge looked at bis 222 Saa Fraoctsco Street
She Become a medical specialist. watch
and promptly, adjourned court.
mmmm
Mild

Coronado Restaurant
run
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MILLED
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" QUANTITY AND QUALITY "

the answer to

FRIDAY,

mm

SaiHa Fe, X. M., Nov.

V

hp p
10.

For New Mexico Centrally
fair tonight and Saturday in
south )i.'ji'tioii. Rain- or snow
and colder in north portion.
-

WefJ, they say things will be cheaper under a
Democratic Ad ministration. So to start thinsrs we
?are going we are going to make meats so cheap that
it will look like Kansas curing a Cleveland ad

every Baking Problem.

It's Firxer-Whit- er
arvd More Umforirv.
Made by LARABEES

The Krements one piece collar button iiuc at Uoebeis.
The Nights are getting cold and
i
See
you will r.eed extra protection.
the advertisement of Adolf Seliginan
Dry Goods Company.
GERMAN
Nine different pictures at the Elks'
tonight. Don't fail to see them.
A
Ladies change your mind about that
Pot Roasts,
10 & 12c lb
IN
ready to wear suit, and get a HADE
It
TO .MEASURE OXE, now of us.
All
Boiling Beef, . 5 & 7c lb
will cost no more. W. IT. Goebel Co.
Round
A meeting of
Eoy Scouts Tonight
Rolled Rib Roasts,
15c lb
the Coy Scouts tonight at 7:00 o'clock.
House
Steaks
A talk will be given by Major R. J.
Grocery, Bakery and Market,
Whole Rump,
10c lb
one of the trustees of the local
Pakm,
V
Phone No. 4.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Boy Scouts organization.
Apples Order your winter apples
now, $2.f0 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner
Ranch. Phone Black 3312G.
WE RECOMMEND TO YOU THE
Don't send out of town for your furuntil you have seen the stock
niture
Nothing but Kansas City on hand, and you know how they charge carried by the
Santa Fe Hardware
for the name.
and Supply company. It really will
open your eyes. See advertisement.
Change of programme at the Elks'
tonight.
The kind cf a watch that wiil give you, your son, your grand
Social Postponed The literary and
social evening arranged for at the
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
Loin ChoDs. . . . 15c lb
12
Legs
Presbyterian church for next Friday
. . 3 lbs for 25c
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD
Shoulder Chops, . . lOcj evening has been postponed until furStew,
ther notice is given. Those having
We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
received invitations will please take
VERITH1N MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN
cased in an endnotice.
less variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
See Bob Burman, the speeci king, in
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
action. At the Elks' tonight.
Our man wired us to-dthat he would be in with some nice veal Card of Thanks Mrs. Lillian E.
Clarke and relatives wish to extend
so it will pay you to call us up on this.
to the employes of the Indian school
and the people of Santa Fe, the most
heartfelt thanks for the help rendered
during the sickness and death of the
late F. C. P. Clarke.
NOTE Perfect service in our watch
Elocutionary Recital An elocution
15c lb
Hindqurts,
Forequrts, . . . 10c lb recital
is our hobby. Try it.
will be given on November 14,
at the county court house, by Miss
Sarah D. Ulrner, one of the teachers
who will be here attending the Teachers' Association next week. Miss Ulrner is a fine reader and is highly rec1
ommended.
I
H
The
Broncho Bill's Last Spree.
Switchman's Tower.
Weekly.
Dealer in New and Second-Han-

Famous

ministration.

PROCESS.

ROGERS SILVERWARE
EVERY SACK.
COUPON

Sirloin

F. ANDREWS,

Por'r

Hamburger

Grande train was reported a half hour
hue; the New Mexico Central on time
and the Santa Fe No. 10 one and a
half hours late.
E. E. Meier is to Judge A compliment was paid E. E. Meier, the talented young engineer from Chicago,
who has been in charge of the Arroyo Hondo project, when the county
(ommii-sionerof this county selected
him to inspect the two new bridges
constructed on Palace avenue and
across the Santa Fe river. This action was taken at a special meeting
yesterday. The work on the Galisteo
bridge begins today.
Met The probate
Probate Court
court met yesterday. Probate Judge
Victor Ortega presiding and approved
the administration of the estate of
A. J. Ortiz.
Big Contest Closed A few minutes
before noon today an interesting contest in the land office was closed. It
was the case of Xabor Chaves represented by Attorneys Easley and Eas-levs. Colonel Venceslao
Jaramillo,
represented by Attorney Jacob H.

Crist. It involved the ownership
eighty acres of land near Colonel

of
Jara-millo'-

Elks.'

JAMES

WANTED
dressmaking.
mon's store.
i

Apprentice
girl
Apply Monday at

for
Sal-

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Vant Ad.

MEN
i

.

AND

try

WOMEN WANTED

FOR GOVERNMENT

POSITIONS'.

360,000
Free booklet tells about
protected positions in U. S. Civil Ser
vice.
vacancies
More than 40,000
lifetims
employment.
every year,
Easy to get. Just ask for examine
New Mexico Civil
ation booklet.
School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box
I
I

Ser-jvic-

1452.

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
415 Palace Avenue.

::::

Phone. Black 204.

l--

V

It's the Watch for You."

m SPIT,

THE

repair-departme-

ay

L ... A M

nt

All

bles, Etc.

I jEiLilif

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

B

111

!MET

WARD S

$1.00 to $2.00 per Dozen

PflCEC

New and

Second-Han-

PHONE 56 BLACK.

d

Goods

m

2

Goads Sold on Easy Pay.nenis.

SANTA FE, N.

M

CLARENDON

I

GARDENS,

Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.

j

Phone Black 12.
i

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

-

LUV

aI&aI

Jb T

at the Elks' tonight.
Rain or Snow The rain or

All

P$flf ilH

vertisement.

race
The start of the aeroplane
from New York to Philadelphia, will
te shown at the Elks' tonight.
The Trains The Denver and Rio

Mission and Waxed
fmldpn ftW. These
in ermine in and are the sea- son's ,atest desisns- assortment cf
at
that
Dressers
range from
prices
We also have a new

$12.00 to $35.00.

'f.'--

snow-predicte-

for today did not materialize but. the weather bureau persists
in predicting snow or rain for northern New Mexican tonight. The highest temperature yesterday was 53 degrees, the lowest 34 degrees. The relative humidity at G p. m. was 54 per
cent.
Democratic prices will go into effect
at Hayward's tomorrow. See the ad-

some now

Library Tables in

Call us up.

AT THE
Second-Han-

"E HAVE

v

Qaeensware, Tinware,

Highest Cash Price Paid for

Library Tables

kinds of Fish, Poultry, Vegeta

ZK1,

Furniture,

mwmmmmmm

to-nig- ht,

LER

Dining Chairs of all kinds, in sets
and odd ones too. If you want Dining
Chairs we are the people to see we
Prices from
have the assortment.
set.
$1.25 each to $36.00 per

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

r

ef chants. They will do nothkm:

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

fencing the
fos

vou

,UR Readyrnade Department is full up to its capacity. We have just received a large
shipment of LADIES' NOBBY DRESSES, which we will sell you cheaper than you can

buy them East. They range from

$X5(D to

OoOO

which you cannot buy elsewhere for less than a third more. We have a large stock of

Ladies' and Misses' Coats from $8.50 to $50
a piece. We have over 500 Ladies' Waists, which we are selling at a sacrifice price. We
carry a large and complete uptodate stock, at very reasonable prices, and we are entitled
to your patronage.
REMEMBER,

that our Women's and Men's

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
A

Ready-to-We-

ar

s

home in Rio Arriba county,
which land was left Mr. Jaramillo b)
his father.
See them extract the vermin from
two newly poisonous snakes. At the

s

fiRUEN

uT

NOVEMBER 10, 1911.

Departments are by far the LARGEST

IN THE

CITY

SMATHAH SALMON

